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Abstract
A single cyberattack event involving 1 major corporation can cause severe business and
social devastation. In this single case study, a major U.S. airline company was selected
for exploration of the strategies information technology administrators and airline
managers implemented to reduce the financial devastation that may be caused by a
cyberattack. Seven participants, of whom 4 were airline managers and 3 were IT
administrators, whose primary responsibility included implementation of strategies to
plan for and respond to cyberattacks participated in the data collection process. This
study was grounded on the general systems theory. Data collection entailed
semistructured face-to-face and telephone interviews and collection and review of public
documents. The data analysis process of this study involved the use of Yin’s 5-step
process of compiling, disassembling, reassembling, interpreting, and concluding, which
provided a detailed analysis of the emerging themes. The findings produced results that
identified strategies organizational managers and administrators of a U.S. airline
implemented to reduce the fiscal influence of cyberattacks, such as proactive plans for
education and training, active management, and an incident response plan. The findings
of this study might affect social change by offering all individuals a perspective on
creating effective cyberculture. An understanding of cyberculture could include the focus
of a heightened understanding, whereby, to ensure the security of sensitive or privileged
data and information and of key assets, thus, reducing the fiscal devastation that may be
caused by cyberattacks.
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Section 1: Foundation of the Study
Cyberattacks, as they relate to aviation have given rise to a new paradigm in the
realm of cybersecurity, and pose a threat on the ground and in the air (Pollard & Clark,
2019). The digital revolution has created a society with an ever-increasing need for
technology. A study by Huang, Siegel, and Madnick (2018) indicated that 61% of CEOs
are concerned about the impact of cyberattacks on their organizations. By conducting a
qualitative, single case study involving one major airline, I explored strategies to reduce
the fiscal impact cyberattacks can have on all industries.
Background of the Problem
Cyberattacks have the potential to destroy important and confidential information,
communication systems, infrastructure, and psychological operations. Munkhdorj and
Yuji (2017) discussed the term zero-day vulnerability as this describes the period
between when the vulnerability was discovered and the first attack. The number of
intended cyberattacks against organizations increases daily (Munkhdorj & Yuji, 2017).
Zero-day vulnerabilities, which take advantage of security susceptibilities, more than
doubled with a 125% increase from 2014 to 2015; thus, the average rate of occurrence for
a new zero-day vulnerability was found to be weekly in 2015 (Munkhdorj & Yuji, 2017).
The serious consequences that a cyberattack could have on critical infrastructure make it
an extreme threat with the potential to cripple transportation (Ntalampiras, 2015).
Outcomes such as this demonstrate the primary reason computer professionals have a
significant role in the discussion of cyberattacks as they are relied on daily to help with
these problems (Hsu, Tsaih, & Yen, 2018). The growing dependence on technology and
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issues associated with it have made cyberattacks a significant concern in the airline
industry.
A primary U.S. airline incurred a system failure that disabled operations of the
carrier for hours and caused canceled flights. Fox (2016) suggested that organizations
should place the focus not only on eliminating errors but should also direct attention
towards being resilient when dealing with unknown and unstable factors. The same
carrier had also been compromised in April, 2015, when someone publicly tweeted
information regarding the ability to infiltrate in-flight security and control an aircraft
(Holt, Moallemi, Weiland, Earnhardt, & McMullen, 2016). An inquiry was made to a
group of boards of directors to determine what it is that causes the most challenges,
which Greene, Gupta, L’Helias, and McCracken (2017) identified as security issues.
Greene et al. explained the board members have a lack of understanding in that area and
an unwillingness to take the time to gain an understanding. It is because of the potential
devastation, lack of knowledge, and financial implications of a cyberattack that continued
research is vital.
Problem Statement
Organization leaders have either encountered a cyberattack or are waiting to incur
a cyberattack (Huang et al., 2018). Also, Huang et al. (2018) advised that the cost of the
cyber-phenomenon has been estimated to have increased from $3 trillion in 2015 to $6
trillion by 2021. In 2016, losses related to the breach of corporate data totaled
$95,869,990 (Federal Bureau of Investigation, Internet Crime Complaint Center, 2017).
The general business problem is that the inability to improve cyber resiliency can lead to
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economic loss for some airlines. The specific business problem is that some information
technology (IT) administrators and airline managers lack effective strategies to reduce the
fiscal impact of cyberattacks.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this qualitative single case study was to explore the strategies IT
administrators and airline managers use to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks. In
this study, the population included IT administrators and management from one major
U.S. airline who have used strategies to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks. This
study may contribute to positive social change by enhancing the knowledge of IT
administrators, airline managers, and researchers. The implementation of enhanced
knowledge could prompt legislators to understand the need for new cyber laws. With the
passing of new and updated regulations, consumers, primarily in the airline industry,
could benefit from the presence of a safe and secure environment. New regulations could
bring the consumers comfort in knowing there is the protection of their personal
information and transportation.
Nature of the Study
Qualitative research is a method that researchers use to capitalize on observations
from data and to deliver abstracted knowledge; moreover, qualitative research offers
challenging insights to existing theories and divulges new ones (Bansal, Smith, & Vaara,
2018). When implementing the qualitative method, researchers usually associate it with
the questions of what and why (Barnham, 2015). Quantitative researchers, conversely,
analyze numerical data using statistical methods (Starr, 2014). Uprichard and Dawney
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(2019) shared that mixed-method researchers combine the quantitative and qualitative
methods for addressing the same research question. The mixed-method approach is
presumed valuable because it can capture the complexity of the social world more
accurately than a single research method might (Uprichard & Dawney, 2019); however,
only one approach was needed in this research as the experiences of airline managers and
IT administrators can be best explored with the qualitative method. For this study,
employing the qualitative approach allowed me to conduct interviews and gather data
through which I was able to obtain a clear picture of the participants’ experiences,
determinants that cannot be met by examining the statistical significance of relationships
or differences among variables as required by quantitative and mixed method approaches.
Commonly used qualitative design strategies include phenomenology,
ethnography, and case study (Moser & Korstjens, 2018). Lichterman (2017) shared that
researchers use ethnography when they wish to immerse themselves within the domain of
a group of people who share the same culture or lived experience; this type of research
was designed to study people in their environment. This study did not require me to be
immersed among the participants; therefore, ethnography was not a practical choice for
this research. When researchers use the phenomenological design, the researcher can
explore the meaning of the participants’ lived experiences, which allows the use of
criterion sampling whereby the participants meet a predefined criterion (Moser &
Korstjens, 2018). Further, use of the phenomenological design allows the researcher to
identify the lived experience related to the specified phenomenon to frame the thoughts
and perceptions from the perspective of the participant (Mayoh & Onwuegbuzie, 2015).
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The focus of this study was not on what the participants experienced of the phenomena,
and therefore the phenomenological design was also not applicable to this study. I used a
single case study design. I eliminated the phenomenological and ethnography models
because I chose to disengage my assumptions and biases and embraced the case study
design. The case study design is an exploration of skills, knowledge, and strategies
(Moser & Korstjens, 2018). I selected this design because it aligned with the purpose of
my study. The data collection strategy I used allowed me to collect in-depth content and
ensured findings that provided rich data. I used a qualitative case study to explore
strategies that IT administrators and airline managers use to reduce the fiscal impact of
cyberattacks.
Research Question
The research question guiding this study was:
What strategies do IT administrators and airline managers use to reduce the fiscal
impact of cyberattacks?
Interview Questions
1. What strategies are currently in place to reduce the fiscal impact of
cyberattacks?
2. How have cyberattacks affected or altered your department’s processes?
3. How do you assess the effectiveness of the strategies you have implemented
to reduce cyberattacks?
4. What were the key barriers to implementing the strategies you have
established to reduce the impact of cyberattacks?
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5. How did you address the obstacles to implementing these strategies?
6. How did the agents respond to the procedures that were implemented in past
cyber-situations?
7. What information can you add to this interview that I may not have
addressed?
Conceptual Framework
The conceptual foundation for this study was von Bertalanffy’s (1972) general
systems theory, which is a concept where individuals should view security as a whole
system through both design and operation. Burns (2016) introduced the chaos theory in
which decisions may influence external forces and cause an organization to become
disrupted. Burns believed management is responsible for managing the execution of all of
the moving parts. The systems approach encompasses the process in establishing the
system and the ongoing management process for ensuring the system’s reliability (Burns,
2016), expanding on von Bertalanffy’s theory. General systems theory and the chaos
theory apply to this study because their combined general concepts support the idea that
for a security system to be effective, strategies to prevent and address security threats
through a systems approach is needed.
Operational Definitions
Cyber activities: Cyber activities refer to the encroachment of various types of
tactics and procedures on a system. The assailant may have the goal of inflicting
disruption or, in some cases, propaganda, whereby, there is an attempt to influence public
opinion or disrupt the victims’ finances. Also included in this category of activities are
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the compromising of private information and stalking online publication content
(Kostyuk & Zhukov, 2019).
Cyberattack: A cyberattack is an intentional mishandling of computer systems
and networks. This attack may include altering or stealing information on program data
and financial information from organizations or individuals. Additionally, cyberattacks
may disrupt or sabotage the victims’ ability to operate in the physical or electronic realm
and may be launched by anyone at any time (Sibi Chakkaravarthy, Sangeetha, Venkata
Rathnam, Srinithi, & Vaidehi, 2018).
Cybercrimes: Cybercrimes are the manipulation of technology for a selfish
purpose, which could involve surveillance, medical research, political repression,
blackmail, or ill-gained profits (Trotter & Chythlook, 2016). These illegal activities are
conducted through electronic mechanisms such as computers, mobile devices, and other
network tools. A wide variety of criminal activity is covered under this label including
sending or spreading viruses, hacking, spamming, phishing, and obtaining unauthorized
access to other systems to steal financial information (Ali, 2019).
Cyberespionage: Cyberespionage is spying technology that permits information
to be gathered by searching through a competitor’s system in an illegal intelligence
gathering activity (Bressler & Bressler, 2015). In simpler terms, it may be considered as
the theft of intellectual property and company secrets in cyberspace. The monitoring of
systems and information gathering are the main motivation; thus, the espionage attackers’
goal is to steal valuable information, obtain technical advantages, or to gain the upper
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hand in a future negotiation. It is common for the attacker to be looking for specific
information (Wangen, 2015).
Cyber hacker: A cyber hacker is an individual who accesses a computer system
by circumventing the security system of the affected organization (Bressler & Bressler,
2015). The hacker may also be identified as a malicious hacker who uses digital tools to
conduct destructive attacks against organizations who rely on technology. Hackers
purposely take advantage of computer system weaknesses and may use malicious tools
such as Ransomware, Zeus, Trojans, and Keyloggers (Samtani, Chinn, Chen, &
Nunamaker, 2017).
Cyber resiliency: Cyber resiliency may be used as a secondary approach to
cybersecurity whereby the focus is placed on training staff to recognize attempts of social
engineering, phishing attempts, and how to report an incident in the event of a suspicious
activity or stolen equipment (Brown, 2016). Resiliency is the ability to recover or fight
through a cyberattack or random event and requires more than having secure systems.
Resiliency also requires a plan for recovery from an event through the creation of
affordable, trustworthy, and resilient strategies (Mailloux & Grimaila, 2018).
Cybersecurity: Cybersecurity is the central proponent in operation and
maintenance of the security of an organization. It involves the study of threats associated
with cyber and provides defensive solutions to cyberattacks. Security solutions are of
utmost importance because of the impact it could make globally, such as protecting
Internet-connected systems in the event of cyberattacks (Dan-Suteu, 2018).
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Data breach: Data breach is the exposure of essential or sensitive data by identity
theft. In 2014, 17.6 million individuals were victimized in the United States (Sullivan &
Maniff, 2016). One of the most devastating types of cyber events includes data breaches.
Between 2005 and 2017, 7,730 violations occurred, which accounts for 9,919,228,821
breached records; furthermore, the average global cost in 2016 was also significant in
regard to stolen records of sensitive or confidential information (Maochao, Schweitzer,
Bateman, & Shouhuai, 2018).
Human factor: The human factor may be referred to as a malicious insider. The
human factor may be an employee or an individual who has access to the confidential
information of an organization and violates the security policies (Liang, Biros, & Luse,
2016). The human factor is a severe threat to the organization, more so than the outsider
because of the insider’s easy access to private information. Even though many
organizations have sophisticated security mechanisms to detect the outsider, very few
tools have been established for preventing attacks by the human factor of the insider
(Smrithy, Cuzzocrea, & Balakrishnan, 2018).
Phishing: Phishing involves the use of social engineering techniques to imitate
electronic communications from a trustworthy source and steal credentials, collect private
information, or install malicious software (Jensen, Dinger, Wright, & Thatcher, 2017).
Phishing may take the form of unsolicited e-mails resembling legitimate messages. If the
unsuspecting individual falls for the attack, the phisher may then sell the information,
commit identity theft, or commit financial fraud or other cybercrime (Jensen et al., 2017).
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Assumptions, Limitations, and Delimitations
Assumptions
Assumptions in a study may be articulated or unarticulated. Nkwake and Morrow
(2016) identified assumptions as beliefs, expectations, or considerations that are taken for
granted. Assumptions may be valid, or they may not be accurate; however, they are
things outside of the researcher’s control believed to be true (Marshall & Rossman,
2016). There were three assumptions for this study. My first assumption was interviewing
IT administrators and airline managers would be the best research design to gain
information related to the research question. I also needed to assume the participants were
answering honestly and without reservation. Lastly, I assumed the emerging themes and
patterns gathered from data analysis would provide the information necessary to address
the research question.
Limitations
Limitations may be viewed as things outside of the researcher’s control that may
limit the scope of the research findings. Limitations for this study included lack of
available documents, participants who lived the phenomenon, and the data collection
process; additionally, there may be the inclusion of biases from the researcher and a
break in the accuracy (Yin, 2018). I understood the probability of encountering similar
limitations in this study. A potential weakness of the proposed research was the small
sample size. Another limitation was the qualitative single case study design, which had
the potential to limit the insights gathered from the study findings. By conducting
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interviews to collect data, information may have been excluded that could have been
obtained from other research methods.
Delimitations
This study was delimited to exploring strategies IT administrators and airline
managers at a single U.S. airline use to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks.
Delimitations establish the limit of the scope or boundaries of the study (Marshall &
Rossman, 2016). Delimitations were in my control as the researcher because I could
make choices to determine them. Liao and Hitchcock (2018) stated delimitations make it
possible for the researcher to decide what problem they wish to investigate, what research
questions to ask, the theoretical perspectives to embrace, and the participants to select. In
terms of the boundaries, delimitations also relate to the geographic location I selected,
which was the United States. Scope is the inclusiveness of data and extends not only to
the boundary but to the details of the topic; in other words, all aspects of the phenomenon
are explored (Morse, 2015).
Significance of the Study
Contribution to Business Practice
By identifying effective strategies to reduce the impact of cyberattacks, airline
managers and IT administrators could prevent millions of dollars of lost revenue.
Cyberattacks against government entities and private companies such as the airline
industry continue to increase in number (Melnik, 2015). Considering the increasing
amount of lost revenue by organizations because of cyberattacks, this study may add
value because it identifies strategies that may be implemented to reduce the fiscal impact.
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Large organizations with revenues over $1 billion reported that financial losses due to
cyber incidents increased from $3.9 million in 2013 to $5.9 million in 2014 (Melnik,
2015). The price of a lack of resiliency in response to an event can be devastating; this
study highlights the need for education and training to promote preparation and
resiliency. This study could also cause a shift in the mindset of management to place a
higher priority on cyber security as part of normal business practices.
Implications for Social Change
The findings from this study could contribute to social change by bringing a
heightened awareness of the need for a cyberculture. Cyberculture is an environment in
which attention is placed on cyber health, reducing the costs resulting from cyber
incidents and perhaps mitigating the need for individuals to purchase cyber insurance. In
the cyberculture environment, individuals would become educated regarding
cyberattacks. Education on the phenomena would help individuals to recognize phishing
and other fraudulent efforts and to use antivirus software. It has been estimated that four
to five new malware variants were discovered every second in 2016 (Major, 2017). By
embracing a cyberculture, individuals could develop a strong desire to create a business
environment that promotes preparedness and resiliency.
Lastly, the implementation of a cyberculture could prompt legislators to
understand the need for new cyber laws. With the passing of new and updated
regulations, consumers could benefit from the presence of a safe and secure environment.
New regulations could bring the consumers comfort in knowing there is the protection of
their personal information and transportation.
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A Review of the Professional and Academic Literature
A well-constructed literature review is important to researchers because it
provides an updated and clear overview of the literature applicable to a specific area of
study, adding value to the work. The purpose of performing a review is that it allows the
researcher to refresh familiarity with the reference material and to return to reference
material in an organized manner (Wee & Banister, 2016). The research question that
guided this study asked: What strategies can the IT administrators in the airline industry
implement to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks.
In compiling this study, the databases used included Google Scholar, EBSCOhost,
and ProQuest. Key search words include cyber activities, cyberattacks, cybercrimes,
cyberespionage, cyber hacker, cyber resiliency, cybersecurity, data breach, human
factor, and phishing. These terms were selected because of the way they relate to the
subject matter. The terms cover various aspects of understanding cyber incidents and
strategic planning for prevention and response. I used Google Scholar linked with the
Walden University online library as my primary search engine to find scholarly articles to
add context to the foundation of this study. The completed study included 188 references
of which 171 of the references count as peer-reviewed, representing 93% of the total. I
used Ulrich’s serials analysis system website to ensure the articles were peer-reviewed. I
minimized the percentage of references more than 5 years from the anticipated date of
chief academic officer (CAO) approval. The total references published within the past 5
years totaled 163, which is 87% of the total number of references. The literature review
section consists of 83 total references, of which 76 (91%) are peer-reviewed , and 85.5 %
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were published within 5 years of anticipated CAO approval date. The references also
include several non-peer-reviewed and peer-reviewed articles such as government
sources and seminal works to show the history of a conceptual framework or to add
historical context.
The purpose of this qualitative, single case study was to explore the strategies that
IT administrators and airline managers use to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks.
This literature review was guided by this purpose and began with an in-depth look at the
conceptual framework, which was grounded on the von Bertalanffy’s (1972) general
systems theory. In this theory, systems should be viewed as a whole unit to address an
event. Cybersecurity centers have begun to combine preventive and reactive security
measures to establish a more inclusive and expanded view of security. These centers have
been considered as some of the most successful in cybersecurity management because in
alignment with the general systems theory; their views originate from a holistic
perspective (Backman, 2015). In addition to the literature regarding the conceptual
framework is literature related to security and prevention, an overview of cyberattacks,
the effect of management, IT personnel, internal threats, financial implications, and the
role of cyber laws.
Conceptual Framework Theory Considerations
There have been many theories that address the growing issue of the various
systematic aspects of cyber security. Theories addressed in this section include general
systems theory, which is the basis of the conceptual framework, with emphasis on the
security decay theory. I discuss correlating theories, including complexity theory, chaos
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theory, social media theory, production theory, and multilayer security theory. Also
shared are contrasting theories highlighting disruptive innovation and security and
prevention. The conceptual framework theory for this study was based on the general
systems theory (von Bertalanffy, 1972), wherein systems and operations must be viewed
holistically, as an entire unit. Hammad and Hallinger (2017) advised that the conceptual
framework is often used in qualitative research to deliver in-depth understanding and
insight into the key issue being studied.
Von Bertalanffy (1972), an Austrian biologist, was responsible for developing the
general systems theory based upon the thought that individuals should view a single element
in the context of its relationship to the system within which it resides (Morgeson, Mitchell, &
Liu, 2015). Morgeson et al. (2015) also advised that systems theory is applicable to
organizational (social) phenomena, whereas traditional systems tend to focus on the
environment, teams, organizations, and individuals and not considering events. One of the

advantages of implementing the general systems theory is it may aid organizational
leaders in adapting to environmental changes, making decisions in terms of the macro as
well as the microenvironment. A disadvantage may be that adopting such a view may not
necessarily be a practical way to lead because it may delay the decision-making process.
Burns (2016) introduced the chaos theory in which small external forces are believed to
be a major force in altering a system and even influencing critical decisions. The external
forces could also cause an air of chaos; thus, leaders of organizations must be mindful of
delivering the proper measures for the specific situation. Burns provided a positive aspect
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to his theory when he mentioned the forces could also generate sustainability and lead the
individual to a broader foundation from which to make critical decisions.
In order to deliver a robust conceptual framework, the researcher should extract
concepts from more than a single theory, which is a strategy that I used. Antonino (2015)
indicated that by using a variety of ideas, the research is strengthened and provides a
more profound understanding; also, scholars agree that the conceptual framework is a
critical aspect of disciplined inquiry, and it serves as a link between relevant concepts,
theories, and empirical evidence to form the research question or selection of methods
(Antonino, 2015). I framed my research question and researched theories to support my
potential findings. It is pertinent for researchers to consider the works of other scholars to
create a clear picture of the topic (Dasgupta, 2015). Additionally, the researcher should
provide patterns that produce themes and illustrate a detailed representation of the
phenomenon (Onwuegbuzie & Weinbaum, 2017). In the conceptual framework for this
study, I included theories that correlated with and contrasted to the general systems
theory. Information contained within this conceptual framework was designed to provide
scholars with insight into and new consideration of cybersecurity and strategies that may
be implemented to reduce the fiscal impact of a cyberattack.
General systems theory. In this study, the conceptual framework was based on
von Bertalanffy’s (1972) theory that suggests individuals should view security as a
whole-system problem in design and operation. One approach embraced by von
Bertalanffy was to have the researcher focus on the universe and select general
phenomena from many different disciplines, then build general theoretical models
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relevant to the phenomena, such as evolution, and define a general system as any
theoretical system of interest to more than one discipline. This new vision of reality is
based on awareness of the essential interrelatedness and interdependence of all
phenomena; thus, systems are integrated wholes whose properties cannot be reduced to
those of smaller units. Von Bertalanffy discovered the need for the consciousness of a
general system is a matter of life and death, not just for individuals but also for future
generations.
As a researcher, von Bertalanffy (1972) had mixed thoughts regarding the general
systems theory in relation to cybernetics. Cybernetics is important to this framework
because it is a new field of science that unites the human context of thinking and
engineering, as this science was created to combine the functions of automatic machines
and the nervous system (Drack & Pouvreau, 2015). Von Bertalanffy did think cybernetics
fell short of being a general systems theory but appreciated cybernetics in regard to its
insight into regulatory behavior and addressing the phenomena of unknown systems. Von
Bertalanffy’s interest exceeded the technical or formal aspects of theory and extended
into philosophy and worldview.
The general systems theory was not isolated as a new discipline. The work of von
Bertalanffy (1972) was in alignment with the research of Ashby (1991), who was also
concerned with cybernetics and how each part of a system affects the other. Ashby
ascertained that understanding feedback from a system is not enough and cannot be
treated as separate parts but only as a whole unit. Ashby also theorized there must be an
understanding of general principles of dynamic systems; otherwise, feedback alone is
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unimportant. Furthermore, the importance lies within the complex systems that offer
cross-connectivity internally. There has been some criticism of the general systems
theory and its proponents in that it may not apply to smaller organizations and only to
large, complex systems (Morgeson et al., 2015).
Security decay theory. Coole and Brooks (2014) developed a theoretical
foundation of security decay from the perspectives of defense-in-depth (DID) and von
Bertalanffy’s (1972) general systems theory. DID is pertinent to this study as it
encourages a holistic approach to security decay and the systems approach; ultimately,
both processes must be present in establishing the system and the ongoing management
processes that aim to ensure the system reliability delivers over time (Coole & Brooks,
2014). The researchers found DID is a strategy that can be hindered by actions of decay
and disorganization, supporting entropy, in which case the DID elements must be
maintained at optimum operating levels. Yong-Jun and Deng-Feng (2016) defined
entropy as the amount of information produced by a random process; thus, the more
expansive the value, the more uncertainty exists. Entropy measures the energy of
thermodynamic variables such as temperature, pressure, and composition. Coole and
Brooks concluded this could lead to a reduction in overall system performance, which
could be avoided at the stage design through compelling risk identification. They also
advocated active monitoring and reviewing of treatment strategies.
Introduction of correlating theories. Several correlating theories were also
considered for the conceptual framework for this study. The correlated theories relate to
and expand upon the concepts presented by von Bertalanffy’s (1972) systems theory and
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security decay theory (Coole & Brooks, 2014). The theories considered included social
media theory (Mangal, 2013), complexity theory (Cairney, 2012), and multilayer security
theory (Lee & Kang, 2015).
Social media theory. There are over 2 billion Internet users who log more than
142,460,000,000 hours per month online, making the Internet a crucial part of life. Social
media is so prevalent on the Internet that an estimated 49.3% of the top 10,000 websites
in the world have links to Facebook, the most popular social networking website
(Mangal, 2013). Social media theory by Mangal (2013) embraces the general systems
theory of von Bertalanffy (1972) and correlates with the theory of Coole and Brooks
(2014), who strongly supported the case that elements of a system must be maintained at
optimum operating levels. Mangal indicated websites possessing debilitated components
were inferior and made for negative user experience, and the information security
elements should include collaboration between IT administrators and integration the
proper preventions tools to minimize threats. Mangal defined a system as a group of
elements that are organized in an order that corresponds with the overall function of the
system. The elements interact with each other and with entities within the system with the
purpose of being resilient, organized, and able to grow or diversify. Resilience, hierarchy,
and self-organization in a system help the system to function effectively (Mangal, 2013).
Complexity theory. Cairney (2012) gave new insight into the work of von
Bertalanffy (1972) by introducing the complexity theory. In the complexity theory,
Cairney highlighted the instability and disorder in politics and policy-making then links
these factors to the behavior of complex systems. Cairney also suggested the political
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system should no longer be analyzed by segmentation, but as a whole system;
furthermore, by taking such a stance, the result of interacting and combining networks
will produce dynamic behavior.
The approach of the complexity theory provides a view of the organizations as a
complex adaptive system that allows management to make strategic and operative
decisions by reducing the complexity of the volume of information flowing through
(Basile, Kaufmann, & Savastano, 2018). Basile et al. (2018) further indicated when an
organization is in a turbulent environment; management must introduce a variety of
competence and strategic intelligence to manage the dynamics of the situation
successfully. The complexity theory is a relatively new school of thought and is
complimentary of evolutionary theories of adaptation (Cairney, 2012); furthermore, it is
closely related to the chaos theory per the focus on effective management during a
disruptive event.
Chaos theory. Cyber events are increasingly common, and when an organization
has been affected, there can be a significant financial cost including legal liabilities,
damage to the brand, regaining operations, sales, and customer trust (Gwebu, Wang, &
Wang, 2018). It is pertinent for managers to develop preventive maintenance around
planning and mitigation of these events. The chaos theory as developed by Burns (2016)
is a belief that external forces can influence important decisions and can cause much
disruption within an organization, substantiating the importance of effective management
during a cyber event. It is the role of management to effectively manage the moving parts
and collaborate with IT administrators regarding identifying control and security failures,
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conducting forensic investigation, restoring operation and security, preventing possible
repeated attacks, and determining when and what to communicate with senior executives,
business functions, legal counsel, and the public relations function, and even more, the
organization.
It is essential for management to engage in delivering a comprehensive
understanding of the situation, and that can be achieved through updating. Updating
during a crisis allows individuals to modify the course of action based on new
information; it also allows emerging problems to be noticed and resolved (Christianson,
2019). Management should ensure the identification of the root cause of the event
because if the situation is ongoing, the organization could remain in a state of confusion
and deeper financial loss. Dependable security in an organization starts at the top and not
with firewalls or biometrics; it begins with senior management.
Multilayer security theory. When an organization is involved in a cyberattack,
Lee and Kang (2015) brought forth the concept that several techniques rather than a
single technique would be a more effective strategy to block the attack. Their theory is
that a multilayer security scheme defends against diverse types of cyberattacks in a
systematic and adaptive approach. More services require more computers that are
interconnected, providing more information that must be transferred over these networks.
Multilayering is a concept that is a cornerstone of aviation security. The school of
thought is one layer has the ability to compensate for the limitations of another layer;
therefore, a strong defense has been created to deter an attack or produce a failed attempt
of an attack (Jackson & LaTourrette, 2015). Insights from an analysis of safety systems
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suggest multilayers have the propensity to undermine one another; however, Jackson and
LaTourrette (2015) advised that layers provide greater protection together than the sum of
their individual effects.
Production theory. One of the major issues that burden the airline industry is how
to allocate scarce resources efficiently enough to reduce the probability of a cyberattack.
The production theory pertains to trade-offs between different inputs in the production of
airline security. An example of this theory would be how the technology of production
relates to factors such as labor, or capital equipment are combined to produce clearly
identified outputs; thus, establishing that within a given technology of production, the
same level of production can be created using a variety of combination inputs (Gillen &
Morrison, 2015). For further discussion, individuals must determine if a level of airline
security is obtained through labor- or capital-intensive form or via a balanced
combination. The more efficient means of production may depend on the relative output
and cost of each point.
Contrasting theories. Christensen, Baumann, and Sadtler (2006) introduced the
idea of catalytic innovation, which challenges industry incumbents by offering simpler
alternatives that are distinguished by their primary focus on social change. Also, in
contrast to the general systems theory of von Bertalanffy (1972) are Christensen, Raynor,
and McDonald (2015) who described the disruptive theory as circumstances where
technology/innovation is the victim of its success. Future study on this theory is needed;
however, universally, it has been ignored. Empirical tests reveal disruptive theory
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provides an accurate insight but does not disclose everything about innovation and how
to best meet the challenges of this phenomenon.
Fundamental concepts may include that many airline leaders are not aware of the
devastation of cyberattacks or that it is a new form of warfare. Many scholars view
cyberattacks as disruptive innovation, whereas, an industry may be shaken up and
stumble; furthermore, when changes in an industry’s competitive pattern exist, distinct
types of innovation require several types of strategic approaches (Christensen et al.,
2015). Other concepts include that leaders ponder how to display resiliency once an
attack has occurred. The accidental losses of information have resulted in 5,810 data
breaches made public from 2005 to present (comprising some 847,807,830 records), and
the velocity of these events is increasing (Brown, 2016).
Proper management of a breach response can reduce response costs and can serve
to mitigate potential reputational losses. Brown (2016) theorized organizations must be
prepared for a possible breach event to maintain cyber resiliency. It is the perfect
coordination between the risk assessment mechanism, and the response system of the
model would lead to an efficient framework. Brown believed such a model would
manage risk reduction issues, calculate the response, and conduct response activation and
deactivation. Per this theory, the system is examined from the point-of-view of the
attacker.
Security and Prevention
Cyber-warfare may be described as the application of computer networks to
disrupt, deny, degrade, or destroy information contained in alleged enemy computers and
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networks; thus, it is an emerging form of conflict, also referred to as offensive
capabilities in cyber-space, with the intent to gain from the loss of others (Crespo, 2018).
To further substantiate the probability of the growing phenomenon, Patterson (2015)
believed because of high profile attacks, globally there is a realization of the need for
expanded cybersecurity and the capability to be offensive, as cyber-war has become the
new frontier on the battleground. Patterson also alluded to former President Obama, who
declared the phenomenon as one of the most severe threats to public safety and economic
stability. Technology continues to advance and causing a widening gap between risk and
defense.
Abomhara and Køien (2015) defined security as a process implemented to protect
objects against unauthorized access or loss by preserving the confidentiality and integrity
of information about the matter. With data being the lifeline of organizations and of
utmost importance, the ever-increasing trend in information breaches (cyberattacks) has
led to enormous losses. The security of information system resources is paramount
(Patterson, 2015). Vulnerability issues may be considered as having interconnected
impacts because the communication channel of an organization may consist of network
technology, such as the intranet, extranet, and Internet. In application to this study, IT
administrators and managers in the airline industry, as well as other sectors may gain a
heightened awareness regarding this problem with disruptive technology, specifically
cyberattacks, and thus, possibly implement strategies to reduce the fiscal impact.
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A Historical View of Cyberattacks
Findings indicated that hostile foreign intelligence agencies were already hacking
into services when Ronald Reagan was president (Kaplan, 2016). Kaplan (2016) also
stated during the presidency of Barack Obama, cyber-warfare escalated and came to be
noted as one of the few sectors of the defense budget where an increase in funding was
seen. There were daily reports of cyberattacks launched by China, Russia, Iran, Syria,
North Korea, and others; furthermore, these attacks were not just launched against
government entities. Banks, retailers, factories, electric power grids, waterworks, and in
this case, the airline industry were also impacted.
The financial implications of cyberattacks will continue to grow because
businesses are increasingly moving online and becoming more dependent on technology
(Center for Strategic and International Studies, 2014). A summer 2015 outage, incurred
by a major airline, raised concerns regarding computer resiliency and safety (Holt et al.,
2016). The blackout was a reminder to all U.S. carriers and consumers of the growing
dependence on technology and the problems faced when technology does not operate as
designed. Hackers were able to steal data on flight manifests, corporate data, seat
numbers departures, and other items (Holt et al., 2016). The company credits a faulty
router for this issue, which led to 61 flights being canceled and 1,100 flights delayed. The
data breach cost the carrier about $4.6 million (Fox, 2016). Cyber-criminals are the
source of most computer outages, and their far-reaching ripple effects cause global
problems.
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The Three-Prongs of Cyber
McGraw (2013) identified the three challenges that generate fear, uncertainty, and
doubt for IT and cybersecurity are cyber-war, cyberespionage, and cybercrime, with
cybercrime being the most common. Cybercrime is a well-established phenomenon
(Ablon & Libicki, 2015). Cybercrime is no longer a hobby, but it has become a lucrative
economic venture and business (Kigerl, 2018).
Cybercrime. Hewes (2016) defined cybercrime as a criminal activity involving
the Internet, a computer system, or computer technology and may include:


Identity theft



Phishing schemes



Theft of corporate funds, assets, and computer resources



Disclosure, modification, or destruction of personally identifiable information
or proprietary information



Abuse of computer resources for unauthorized purposes or to launch attacks
on other systems



Causing damage to networks and equipment

Hewes (2016) also provided statistics stating approximately 100,000 cyber
incident reports were generated that detected 64,000 significant vulnerabilities, issued
nearly 12,000 alerts or warnings, and responded to 115 significant cyber incidents in
2014 alone. It is not only big businesses being targeted as 60% of all targeted attacks
struck small- and medium-sized organizations. Five out of every six large companies
(2,500+ employees) were targeted with spear-phishing attacks in 2014, a 40% increase
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over the previous year; additionally, small- and medium-sized businesses also saw an
uptick, with attacks increasing 26% and 30% (Hewes, 2016).
Cyberespionage. Cyberespionage, which is also known as spying technology,
allows for a vast amount of information to be gathered by rummaging through a
competitor’s website for product, employee, and information; furthermore, enabling
hackers to transcend beyond the limits of intelligence by engaging in illegal activity
(Bressler & Bressler, 2015). The cost of corporate espionage appears to be approximately
$100 billion per year and generating a 25% increase per year member increase in the
Society of Competitive Intelligence Professionals (Bressler & Bressler, 2015). It is no
difficult feat to transfer, store, and hide information, while more information than ever is
stored and manipulated on networked machines (McGraw, 2013). To identify the
behavior of cyberespionage can be problematic as some malware or malicious behavior
may have a context that can be difficult to locate (Brantly, 2016). The advancement in
technology has made cyberespionage more common than cyber-war and has made it
easier to expose secrets.
Cyber-war. Cyber-war, cyberespionage, and cybercrime constitute a threepronged cyber challenge with the same root cause, playing on the world’s dependence on
networked computer systems. McGraw (2013) defined cyber-war as a violent conflict
between groups for political, economic, or ideological reasons. McGraw also shared the
fact that hackers tend to draw much public attention and tend to infiltrate some systems to
demonstrate their hacking prowess. Compromised information could include credit card
information residing in point of sale terminals, designs of weapon systems, or the secret
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seeds to one-time password tokens. The act of cyberattacks can be traced back decades,
and because every attacker has a vast set of tools available, there are many more types of
advanced attacks than attackers.
The attacker could take the form of a cyber-criminal, hacktivist, insider, or
national spy agency. Additionally, the attacker has usually already determined the
targeted organization has information of use to them. Unfortunately, society has an
increasing demand for the latest and greatest technology and makes security more of an
afterthought, and this gives a hacker a head start. Through the implementation of new
cyber laws and practical strategies, organizations’ leaders could see a decline in the threeprongs of cyber.
The Influence of Management
The effect of management may be considered as views implemented per practices
or policies of an organization. It is management that may be one of the most significant
obstacles in preventing improvement in the quest for cyber resiliency; thus, a lack of
managerial support may be a devastating factor (George, 2016). The world is changing;
management theory should change as well. Society should embrace an awareness of the
new and emergent phenomenon. An avenue suggested by Mossburg (2015) for impact is
to study aspects in which society does not yet have an intuitive gestalt, such as cyberwarfare, because managers generally place their focus on budgets, productivity, and
timelines, giving little to no attention to cyberinfrastructure. A practical managerial
response could contribute to positive cash flow, competitive advantage, sustainability,
and organizational growth. Management has a responsibility as a defender of the fiscal
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health and performance of companies, which is critical in protecting an organization’s
most valuable assets (Mossburg, 2015).
Aside from determining the voice of the organization during a crisis, management
is often the first voice of the organization, understanding that a quick response is
essential. Crisis plans should consider the board’s role and how it may be appropriate for
the board to be a voice in the dialogue with stakeholders. Although members of
organizations expect the board of directors to protect them from cyberattacks, the
directors are usually unprepared for this role; furthermore, 58% of the board members
identify cyber-related risks as the most challenging risk they will oversee (Rothrock,
Kaplan, & van der Oord, 2018). Without close communication between the board and
management, the organization could be at even higher risk (Greene et al., 2017). As the
board’s role in cyber-risk oversight evolves, the importance of having a robust dialogue
with management cannot be overestimated.
There has been growth in groups, organizations, and in national and international
entities allowing them to become open systems in terms of information access, which
gives way to the growth of different information available to society (van Knippenberg,
Dahlander, Haas, & George, 2015). Attention to prevention or cybersecurity should not
just be a priority when an organization’s interests, financial and otherwise, have been
attacked. The role of management personnel should include placing focus on the creation
of guidelines that affect policies and procedures involving cyberinfrastructure.
Management must make a shift from placing so much focus on the IT department and
focus on the entire organization (Rothrock et al., 2018). Shaw, Bansal, and Gruber (2017)
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suggested the need for management to embrace the newer side of the continuum and
release the sedative of the ordinary. Also, management should invest in IT personnel who
can seek to understand the behavior patterns established by hackers, develop safeguards,
implement practices to help careless employees avoid providing hackers with access to
the system, and introduce new computer systems.
The airline industry is struggling with aging technology, regulations, and a
complex web of computer systems. Gillen and Morrison (2015) claimed that the systems
are so layered on top of each other that it is difficult to tell who is talking to whom and a
systems upgrade could cost one carrier $75 million. Declining profits are a factor for the
airline industry based on rising fuel costs and consumer demand. Another roadblock cited
by Gillen and Morrison is that management has a concern that the systems run 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year, which makes it difficult for a carrier to cease operations for about
four days to install a new system. Global regulatory requirements also make it difficult
for management to perform a full-scale overhaul. Sabillon, Cavaller, and Cano (2016)
referred to a cybersecurity policy as an instrument developed by nations to communicate
and express specific areas in need of state protection concerning cyberspace.
Additionally, Sabillon et al. stated that the cybersecurity policy is a statement, which
embraces the understanding that binds a government to citizens, their rights and duties
that are in a phase of reality in a society where instant information, mobility, and social
networks are the norms of its operation. A new challenge for sound science is regulation
regarding a situation that is unpredictable, yet, there must be an attempt to conceptualize
and propose solutions (Sabillon et al., 2016).
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Reducing the fiscal impact of the cyber-phenomena should be the goal of every
organization, institution, or government globally. Active engagement is limited because
research is sparse (Ferdinand, 2015). Ferdinand (2015) shared that management should
display resilience composed of a complex combination of system hardening, system
defense, access control, risk management, physical security, procurement control, internal
and external monitoring, and security training. Based on the results of this study, leaders
may understand the need for strategic management through an organizational
commitment to prevention, protection, and a focused approach to cyberattacks. There
exist some federal statutes of which Hewes (2016) urged managers to be aware:


The Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986, which amended the
federal wiretap statute and made it illegal to intercept stored or transmitted
electronic communications without authorization.



The Wire Fraud Act 2010, which covers any fraudulent scheme to
intentionally deprive another of property or honest services via mail or wire
communication.



The National Stolen Property Act, created in 1998, prohibits the interstate or
international transportation of the proceeds of theft and certain types of forged
securities.



The Identity Theft and Assumption Deterrence Act of 1998, which makes
identity theft a federal crime.



The Privacy Act of 1974 established a code of fair information practices for
individuals maintained in a system of records by federal agencies.
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The Digital Millennium Copyright Act implemented in 1998 and prohibited
circumventing a technological measure designed to protect a copyright.



The Cyber Security Enhancement Act of 2002 granted sweeping powers to
law enforcement organizations and increased penalties imposed by the
Computer Fraud and Abuse Act.



The National Cyber Security Protection Act of 2014 placed within the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) the national cybersecurity and
communications integration center. One of the primary duties of this center
was to serve in the oversight of cybersecurity (Hewes, 2016).

Cyber-risk has become increasingly one of the major concerns for companies. The
financial implications of a single event involving one major corporation in 2013 had an
estimated range from $11 million to $4.9 billion (Wolff & Lehr, 2017). Two-thirds of the
organizations that suffered cyberattacks incurred an adverse result on the share price. It is
an essential task for boards to verify that management has a solid mindset of how the
organization could be severely impacted, and that management is empowered with the
proper skills, resources, and a plan of action in place to minimize the cyber-incident and
to reduce any damages that could occur (Greene et al., 2017). There is a great need for
management, inclusive of board members, to give as much concern to cyber resiliency as
they do other operations.
Information Technology Personnel and System Administrators
There is a dire need for IT personnel because computing technologies offer many
opportunities and complexities to which the casual user is oblivious. Traditional IT
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administrators have been known to function as technical centers, which provide support
to the other units of an organization, however, in the digital era, their role is more to
create new content and knowledge that affect positive social and environmental change
(Hsu et al., 2018). IT personnel may provide the role of handling cybersecurity and
information security. The terms cybersecurity and information security are used
interchangeably, despite representing different aspects of security. Cybersecurity goes
beyond the boundaries of traditional information security to include not only the
protection of information resources but also that of other assets, including the person,
while information security refers to the human factor and may relate to the role of
humans in the security process. Additionally, the protection of an organization’s
information is an essential aspect of an organization and IT strategy. The importance of
computer professionals includes (a) their general knowledge of computers and networks
regarding cyberattacks, (b) their engagement in research and published findings, (c) the
development and participation in cyberattack and defense exercises, (d) their involvement
in groups and conferences focusing on the phenomenon and defense, and (e) their
attention to computer system weaknesses and network vulnerabilities (Denning &
Denning, 2010).
IT personnel may be viewed as experienced defenders (antivirus software
developers) who are continually changing, and in doing so, are also delivering better
means of blocking hackers with a virus immunity ecosystem (Mithas, Kude, & Whitaker,
2018). Computer viruses are very prevalent in society, which can promote the use of
antivirus software, which may include firewalls, virtual private networks, and
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antispyware software by IT personnel. Mithas et al. (2018) stated computer viruses are
evolving and becoming more complicated, unpredictable, and destructive; thus, malicious
software is being revised to become more resistant to antivirus software. The more these
experienced defenders learn about the resolution of malware, the more efficient they
become in repairing vulnerabilities and preventing malware from infecting computer
systems. At one time, hackers invented viruses for the sake of the bragging rights, and
now hackers are mixing with fraudsters and organized crime rings (Hsu et al., 2018).
Roel Schouwenberg is a senior researcher for Kaspersky Lab, a leading computer
security firm, who spends numerous hours fighting one of the most horrifying cyber
weapons introduced, Stuxnet. Stuxnet has the ability to cripple infrastructures that were
once thought to be impenetrable and was initially designed to cause an interruption in the
Iranian nuclear program (Nourian & Madnick, 2018). Nourian and Madnick (2018) also
advised this weapon is a highly sophisticated collection of malware, and a computer virus
such as Stuxnet is dependent upon unsuspecting victims (such as the internal employee)
to install it, then the worm spreads on its own, often covering an entire computer
network. It is necessary that cybersecurity measures identify vulnerabilities, risks, and
solutions.
Many employees lack the knowledge of what to do in the event of a cyberattack,
which usually causes them to go in disarray wondering who is in charge and what should
be done. If an organization has a good incident response plan, the roles and
responsibilities of the teams involved are clearly defined. The groups may include crisis
communications, human resources, legal, and of course, IT (Brown, 2016). Failure to
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organize could lead to not only financial devastation, but also increased data loss,
exposure to regulatory action, and reputational damage.
The Internal Threat
Ironically, many hackers are mythically portrayed as perceptive programmers
sitting in a dark room seeking vulnerability through computer codes or software. In
actuality, internal factors too often grant access to hackers resulting in data breaches or
cyberattacks. Rid and Buchanan (2015) defined attribution as the art of determining who
committed the crime and is at the core of coercion and deterrence, international and
domestic. Realizing the offender requires that uncertainty is to be minimized on three
levels such as tactically, operationally, and strategically. For the organization to be
successful in attribution, the employees must display a wide range of skills, effective
management, time, leadership, stress-testing, practical communication skills, and the
ability to recognize limitations and challenges (Rid & Buchanan, 2015).
Malicious insiders pose a significant threat to organizations, as they possess the
knowledge and have access to an organization’s resources. It is these insiders who can
launch attacks quickly and cause more damage compared to outsiders (Liang et al.,
2016). A clear majority of the technology used is connected to a network and the Internet;
therefore, organizations may become vulnerable to cyberattacks or data breaches because
the points of entry may include employees, third-party partners, and even customers
(Ablon & Libicki, 2015). Liang et al. (2016) wrote the internal attacks are not only easier
to launch but also can be more devastating. One can expect to see a financial loss,
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organizational disruption, loss of reputation, and a long-term affect on the organizational
culture when a malicious insider has launched an attack.
There are many reasons that otherwise, ordinary employees may become an
internal threat. One such idea is ethical issues, as mentioned by Chatterjee, Sarker, and
Valacich (2015), which may be identified as a lack of empathy or conscience. The
malicious insider lacks integrity and experiences no remorse for the harm imposed on
others, and in an improper manner. The Centre for the Protection of National
Infrastructure (CPNI, 2013), advised issues may also include reduced loyalty or
diminished attachment to the organization.
Employee fraud, which is one type of malicious attack, has also been aligned with
ethical flexibility. Insiders may suffer social isolation problems such as chronic problems
getting along and working with others. Malicious insiders may display the characteristics
of being an introvert, may appear to be overly dependent on computers, and may
experience stressful work-related events such as sanctions or internal audits; however, it
is the stressful experience of employees that tend to lead to a higher probability of
security breach (Smrithy et al., 2018). Chatterjee et al. (2015) cited personal or emotional
issues as a trigger for the malicious insider. The issues could include the loss of a family
member, a relationship breakup, or significant personal injury, suggesting malicious
insiders are emotionally unstable and might react to work-related issues negatively
instead of constructively. The insider may develop a sense of feeling betrayed, isolated,
exclusion, thus, resulting in a show of anger, poor attitude, or stress. Some researchers
stated that instead of feeling negative, malicious insiders might seek sensation as an
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emotional response as many studies indicated malicious insiders are also disgruntled
employees, and the disgruntlement might be a result of unmet expectations, lack of
appreciation, and feelings of injustice or inequality (Voris, Song, Salem, Hershkop, &
Stolfo, 2018).
Social and cultural conflict may be defined as the difference in groups such as
racial, social, or technical that leads to a conflict between the various groups and others.
Malicious insiders are frustrated with their personal or social relations (Chatterjee et al.,
2015). Chatterjee et al. (2015) suggested hackers often find their way through the best
cyber defense technology by locating the weakest link, which is the human operator.
They use tactics deemed as social engineering and spear-phishing to exploit unsuspecting
employees and breach networks. Education is a viable defense in the cases mentioned
previously.
Organizations, such as airlines, store data in so many areas that nearly every
credit card transaction, whether online or in-person, increases the risk of a data breach.
Cloud-based systems are now connecting everyday items such as refrigerators and
telephones, which also increases the risk of a data breach (Smrithy et al., 2018). The
ability to share information through such devices, such as fitness data from a Fitbit or
even business to business information, places individuals and organizations at risk to be
compromised. Many companies have fallen prey to corporate espionage or malicious
insiders who seek financial gain by selling or stealing the organizations’ intellectual
property.
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In 2015, a security researcher tweeted about the ability to control the aircraft of a
major U.S. carrier (Fox, 2016). It was reported the hacker claimed to have gotten into the
control system aboard the airline about 20 times by using an ethernet cable that had been
modified and connected to a laptop, then to an electrical box under the seat on the plane.
The hacker claimed to have demonstrated the ability to cause the airplane to climb or fly
in a lateral movement. The hacker was arrested while exiting the plane after officials
observed Twitter posts that the individual had made while in-flight (Fox, 2016). Ellis and
Marco (2017) discussed an incident that occurred on January 22, 2017; a computer
problem temporarily grounded all domestic mainline flights. The flights were grounded
due to a problem with the communication system that airplanes use to send information
to their operations. Situations of this nature are usually controlled using the Aircraft
Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS). The purpose of ACARS
is to record and transmit a range of information, including departure times, as well as
weight and balance, which is used to calculate takeoff speeds (Ellis & Marco, 2017).
Confidential information is best stored in areas where access can be adequately
controlled. A data security program is essential for diminishing various threats and
avoiding data rupturing. By having a security plan in place and practicing it regularly,
organizations will notice a decrease in exposure to risks and an improvement in the
overall safety of data.
Financial Implications
The topic of cybersecurity must be brought to the forefront by financial
institutions and the threats addressed holistically by management. The need for security
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and intensified commitment to providing it reveals new threats and vulnerabilities daily;
thus, businesses continue to incur sizable financial losses because of security breaches
(Ring, 2015). A small percentage of CEOs realize that the actual cost of cybercrime and
that it stems from delayed or lost technological innovation problems resulting in part
from how thoroughly companies are screening technology investments for their potential
impact on the cyber-risk profile (Khan, 2019). Khan (2019) also advised many
organizations face difficulty in quantifying the effects of risks and mitigation plans
without realizing much of the damage results from an inadequate response to a breach
rather than the violation itself. Managers need to understand the effects of cybercrimes on
an organization vary, and so should the answers to them.
Among the many identifiable threats, computer viruses rank as one of the most
serious in terms of their affect and frequency. There are many economic calculations, and
although they may vary, cybercrime, combined with data loss, has an estimated global
loss of at least 1 trillion dollars annually (McGraw, 2013). The annual cost for businesses
worldwide is approximately $400 billion (Braunberg, Walder, & Spanbauer, 2014).
Horowitz (2012) developed a theory regarding the diffusion of new military
capabilities known as adoption capacity theory, which illustrates cyber weapons are
likely to spread quickly. Adoption capacity theory was based on the thought that the
diffusion of military innovations depends on two intervening variables: the financial
intensity involved in adopting the capability and the internal organizational capacity to
accommodate any necessary changes in recruiting, training, or operations to embrace the
ability. The low financial and regulatory barriers to developing cyber-warfare capabilities
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indicate the adoption of cyber warfare will be widespread. Mossburg (2015) introduced a
study that has brought deep insight into the financial impact of cyberattacks as the
researcher describes operational destruction and organizational disruption as far more
impactful than the attack. Mossburg continued to explain direct costs, which are
associated with customer notification, post-breach assurance programs, regulatory fines,
public relations, technical analysis and remediation, and litigation.
It is crucial for risk officers to realize the threat of cyberattacks and to respond
with budget allocations, reliable IT security programs, and cyber-insurance; however, if
no cyber-risk program exists, this can leave an organization unknowingly exposed to
even devastating financial consequences. Mossburg (2015) identified the financial
implications and its effects as (a) closer compliance scrutiny, (b) higher cyber-insurance
premiums, (c) waves of public relations and legal costs, (d) increased cost to raise debtcyberattacks, (e) a downgrade of this nature could cause a company an additional $3.6
million in interest over the lifespan of a $100 million project, and (f) affects on customer
retention cost of sales, and revenue.
It is pertinent for organizational leaders to gain a clear understanding of the fiscal
implications that can be caused by cyberattacks. Hewes (2016) explained such an opinion
could be useful in helping organizations to calibrate their levels of investment;
furthermore, boards should accept the responsibility of understanding how management
determine what investments to make and how to allocate resources that will monitor
cyber-risks, as well as guard against it, and accelerate the process of response and
recovery. Regardless of how effective a company’s outward defenses are, if no
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preparations have been made to respond to the breach, the company will suffer severe
damage. As the concern regarding the financial implications of the phenomena increases,
so does the need for a heightened awareness from management.
Strategies to Reduce the Fiscal Impact of Cyberattacks
Disappearing are the days when companies sought coverage from general liability
or business owner’s policies for coverage; however, it can be challenging to find the right
coverage because of a lack of consistency being offered by insurers. Mossburg (2015)
suggested leaders consider the function of insurance and implement it into their cyberrisk program; additionally, cyber-insurance is a new market, and in 2017, Americans
spent $4 billion purchasing the insurance. That number is expected to increase to $9
billion by 2020 (Kshetri, 2018). A study by Zureich and Graebe (2015) indicated the
average cost paid by organizations for data breaches increased from $5.4 million in 2013
to $5.9 million in 2014, causing specific cyber-insurance policies to grow in popularity
and to become a strategy that should be given thoughtful consideration. Cyber-insurance
can be a robust market, as in 2013, the entire U.S. cybersecurity market when measured
by gross written premiums, was only $1.3 billion (Braunberg et al., 2014). Zureich and
Graebe identified first-and third-party coverage, whereby, first-party coverage includes
insurance for losses to the policyholder’s data or lost income, or for other harm to the
policyholder’s business resulting from a data breach or cyberattack. First-party coverage
is as follows:


Theft and fraud - This coverage provide for the destruction or loss, and unlike
most insurance companies, it is inclusive of theft and fund transfers.
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Business interruption - Coverage of lost income and related costs when a
policyholder is unable to conduct business due to an event.



Extortion - Ensures values that have been acquired with investigations related
to threats against the policyholder’s systems and for payment to extortionists.



Computer data loss and restoration - Relates to the coverage of physical
damage and the costs of retrieving and restoring data, hardware, and software
or other information destroyed or damaged by a cyberattack.



Security breach remediation and notification costs - Covers the costs to
identify who was concerned, notify customers, employees, or other victims
affected, legal expenses, and credit monitoring.



Crisis management - Covers crisis management and public relations (Zureich
& Graebe, 2015).

Third-party coverage, as defined by Zureich and Graebe (2015), covers the
liability of the insured to third parties arising from data breach or cyberattack. Typical
third-party coverages may include network and information security liability, regulatory
response, and communications and media liability. Cyberattacks, even data breaches, can
be devastating to an organization; however, specialized cyber liability insurance coverage
can ease the burden. The market for this insurance is very fluid, and the available
coverages vary immensely (Zureich & Graebe, 2015). Organizations now have a wide
selection of underwriting companies from which to choose.
Cyber resiliency. To achieve the function of becoming cyber resilient, incident
preparedness is of vital importance. Brown (2016) conducted a study which indicated
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92% of those surveyed believed cyber-risks pose a moderate threat to their organization
and some in senior leadership roles are disinclined to address cyber-risks; additionally,
Brown indicated 68% of board members now believe cyber-risks pose a significant threat
to their organizations. This attention is the reason senior leaders have begun to consider
cyber-risk as a material threat, and a greater focus has been placed on being proactive to
minimize exposures.
Too many organizations believe robust defenses will protect them from attack,
and these same organizations fail to prepare for when the offense does occur. Research
by Huang et al. (2018) indicated cyber events are such a phenomenon in the digital
society that the estimated cost will increase from $3 trillion in 2015 to $6 trillion by the
year of 2021. The threat should be rigorously countered at every single stage. By doing
so, the identified attack will be responded to sooner allowing response procedures to kick
in, isolating the attack surface, quarantining systems, and preserving security for areas
unaffected (Brown, 2016).
Engaging people. An effective strategy should include process, people, and
planning. Education is a critical strategy to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks
because employees should understand the importance of protecting data belonging to the
company and its customers (Huang et al., 2018). Huang et al. (2018) also suggested
organizations should implement attack-type exercises to build institutional capacity
muscle memory. Another aspect of organizational engagement would be pre-planning
through group input. Hall (2016) stated thieves are experienced, and they have a plan of
action; consequently, leaders of organizations should properly engage people to battle the
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attackers by turning what may be deemed as a weakness, into a strength. Cybersecurity
should no longer be viewed as the responsibility of the IT department only.
Secure software. There are vast opportunities for an attack in the cyberenvironment. One of the best solutions to protect cyber defenses is to design and
implement secure software to correct the broken systems first (McGraw, 2013). If
organizations fail to achieve their competitive intelligence departments and consultants,
such actions suggest corporate espionage to be a significant problem facing corporate
America (Bressler & Bressler, 2015). Ben-Asher and Gonzalez (2015) developed a
simplified intrusion detection system (IDS) in their efforts to examine how individuals
with or without knowledge in cybersecurity detect malicious events and determine if the
intrusion is a justified attack based on a sequence of network events. Ben-Asher and
Gonzalez developed a strategy leading to the indication that more knowledge in
cybersecurity facilitated the accurate detection of malicious activities and decreased the
false classification of benign events as malicious. Understanding of cybersecurity helps in
the discovery of malicious incidents; however, situated learning regarding a specific
network at hand is needed to make accurate detection decisions (Ben-Asher & Gonzalez,
2015). Also, there must be the collaboration between executives and members of the
organization.
For organizational leaders to be resilient, they must ask themselves about the
effectiveness of the security controls they have in place. In this regard, Braunberg et al.
(2014) wrote if an organization is susceptible to an attack from Java exploit, but the
intrusion prevention system (IPS) deployed has the capability of identifying and blocking
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the exploit, the organization is protected and not at immediate risk. The focus of
organizations should deflect from the 98.5% of attacks being detected by the security
controls already in place, but emphasis should be directed to the 1.5% of attacks that
travel unnoticed through existing defenses; in addition, attention should be placed on
whether those missed attacks are relevant to the organization (Braunberg et al., 2014).
The information shared here supports the general systems theory (von Bertalanffy, 1972)
that to resolve the problem, organizations must review the system as a whole.
Response plans. Incident response plans (IRP) should be a primary priority, and
at the forefront of every organizational leader’s mind, however, numerous organizations
are still in the process of developing response guidelines. An IRP, as described by R.
Collier (2016), established the various phases necessary or an outlined strategy to protect
personnel, incident assessment, protection and retrieval of information, and any situations
that may have been disrupted by the event. Brown (2016) estimated 72% of organizations
have an established plan to reduce the potential cost affiliated with crisis management,
reputation damages, and the loss of business interruption. R. Collier identified six steps as
essential to conducting a prosperous IRP inclusive of preparation, identification,
containment, eradication, recovery, and lessons learned. An effective response plan could
be vital to an organization reducing the fiscal impact of a cyber event. Once an
organization has created a data breach response plan, this can assist in minimizing the
risks, costs, and devastation of the phenomenon.
Organizational leaders should understand the need to addressing the problem of
cyberattacks with an intense refocus on energy, as opposed to building faster and more
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intelligent systems (McGraw, 2013). Leaders should be able to remedy the software
security issue by identifying, understanding, and mitigating the risks and should conduct
external scans frequently to detect vulnerabilities and patch the observed vulnerabilities
because this is one of the best strategies for defense (McGraw, 2013). Additionally, by
requiring a firewall and other guards protecting Internet-facing assets, this may be
discouraging to a hacker because he or she does not have easily exploited vulnerabilities.
There is a new capability in threat management called security analytics (SA).
Lino, Rocha, Macedo, and Sizo (2019) explained the fact that SIEM data and network
traffic is examined, parsed, and analyzed to recognize when an attack is underway. When
SA was first introduced, practitioners had to use labor-intensive tools to do these
functions, but new programs like Prelert, Structured Query Language (SQL), and
Lightcyber have automated the process. SQL may contain a wide variety of criteria that
can identify which rows the user wants to retrieve (Lino et al., 2019). Consequently, as
organizations are steadily utilizing novel technologies, the strategies for infiltration into
systems are continually changing and becoming sophisticated. Cybersecurity activities
should also consistently change and should no longer be confined to IT administrators.
Cybersecurity should also include employee engagement.
Management has a responsibility to work with directors to develop a dashboard,
which identifies the parts of the business with the greatest and least amounts of cyber
exposure and the initiatives in place to reduce risks. Greene et al. (2017) stated boards of
directors need useful metrics and analytics to gauge whether the organization is managing
cyber risk at an acceptable level. Boards can also ask management about their use of risk-
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sensing tools. By practicing cyberattack simulations and other wargaming exercises,
organizations can identify vulnerabilities and gaps in preparedness and improve the
ability of management teams to make decisions under stress. Leading organizations
involve management directly in such exercises, and it has been suggested board members
are also included (Greene et al., 2017). The correlating theory of security decay is
applicable as boards and management were included because Coole and Brooks (2014)
supported the holistic approach.
As the Internet becomes more established, so does the opportunity for threats. The
Internet of Things (IOT) security exceeds home environment monitors. IOT exceeds
refrigerators that can order fresh milk and is causing a widening gap in the need for
skilled workers and those able to fill the gap. The introduction of IOT has brought with it
the possibility of closing the information gap. The use of IOT allows data to be delivered
timely, accurately, and provides a high-quality information base. As a result of the
reasons mentioned above, researchers have been applying IOT to various environments
based on their expertise or experience (Qu et al., 2017).
IOT enables a connection between networks and objects that we use daily;
furthermore, the use of IOT adds to society’s dependence on technology so much that
areas of popularity range from entertainment to health care. This new technology brings a
lot of valuable advantages and opportunities, but also many challenges, among which is
hacking of personal devices (Zubiaga, Procter, & Maple, 2018). It has been projected that
by 2020, IOT will be fully functional and 26 billion people will be connected to Internetenabled devices; thus, only one entry to one tool provides the opportunity for a cyber-
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criminal to gain access to all machines on that server (Hall, 2016). There is no immediate
sign of measures that would effectively address the complexity of IOT, which allows a
continued opportunity for cyber-criminals.
Also new to the world of technology is artificial intelligence (AI). AI is also
known as machine intelligence because it is a machine-learning algorithm. This machine
intelligence could have a positive outcome globally, yet, it can cause severe social and
ethical issues (Grosz & Stone, 2018). AI systems could effectively collaborate with
humans and because of ties with large datasets, robotics, computers, and language
systems. AI is a prime target for being hacked. The social media theory is one I
considered when discussing IOT and AI because the theory states elements should
interact with each other and with entities within the system to achieve a function as a
whole; additionally, the information security elements should include collaboration and
integration to minimize threats. When the appropriate segments are present, the system
will function effectively, despite the fact the system may have to operate for an extended
period.
There has been an influx of individuals entering cybersecurity careers because of
a concerted campaign by the industry promoting awareness. Mithas et al. (2018) shared
there is still a shortage, and by 2019, 6 million professionals will be needed; however, the
projected number is currently only 4.5 million. This issue to be noted as the most
substantial human capital shortage in the world. Without the appropriate workforce
globally, companies will be unable to keep up with the industry and develop efficient
technology and infrastructure to handle the new cyber-threats. Mithas et al. predicted that
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AI could be the cause of a reduction in the workforce in general, but by 70% for software
developers in India, which accounts for 65% of global IT offshore work and 40% of ITenabled business process work. There is more of a chance the programming occupation
will become extinct than it will become more powerful because of AI (Mithas et al.,
2018). Organizations and industries alike must create specific strategies to increase
awareness not only in the United States but in the global population also so that all are
aware of how to protect themselves when using technology from the office to social
media and smartphones.
Role of Cyber Laws and the Possible Fiscal Impact
The world has been faced with a plethora of traditional and non-traditional
security challenges and is not equipped with proper services, information, and resources.
For this reason, the need for cooperation between the public and private sector to
establish democratic control policies regarding cybersecurity is clear (Spalević, 2014).
While the various strategies as aforementioned are of excellent value, their effectiveness
could be enhanced with laws to support them. In 2015, President Barack Obama signed
into law an Executive Order that allowed government officials to confront malicious
cyber activities by imposing sanctions on responsible foreign individuals and entities
(Melnik, 2015). Melnik (2015) further discussed Executive Order 136942, which was
designed to financially target and prevent malicious parties from practicing and profiting
from cyber activities. Belli and Venturini (2016) advised U.S. representatives introduced
more than 40 bills and resolutions with provisions relating to cybersecurity and Congress
has not submitted a major proposal regarding cybersecurity to the President since about
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2008; yet, the challenge continues to grow. Even though new legislation is needed,
several acts that were created to affect the cyber phenomenon significantly include:


The Federal Information Security Management (FISM) Act of 2002 requires
federal agencies to assess vulnerability and penetration. It also allows the use
of constant monitoring to detect, report, respond, contain, and tranquilize
incidents. Additional requirements have been reviewed and would cost
agencies a total of $150 million a year; unfortunately, no new funds are
authorized (Francis & Ginsberg, 2016).



The Cyber Intelligence Sharing & Protection Act (CISPA) is the most
comprehensive of this bi-partisan bill, which passed House vote in 2012 and
2013, but the Senate has refused to implement it because they deem the act as
lacking enough privacy protections. This bill would provide criminal and civil
immunity for private sector security efforts and would promote better sharing
by the U.S. intelligence community. It also provides 11 substantial
amendments targeted at addressing any concerns (Schackelford, 2016).



The Cybersecurity Act offers a provision that allows a private sector entity to
operate, or approve the operation of, countermeasures that may be modified,
redirected, or used to block information. Some deem the bill as vague, leading
to The Cybersecurity Enhancement Act passed by the House. This act requires
additional research into access control management, systems assurance,
industrial control systems security, and supply chain management (Tran,
2015).
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The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA) was enacted to address
computer fraud laws already in existence. The primary purpose of this act is to
prohibit individuals from accessing computers without proper authorization.
Some leaders of organizations consider this law as ineffective (Simmons,
2016).

Bipartisan leadership and their staff are educated and active, but unfortunately, a solution
to the matter has not been achieved. Additional areas of legislative focus include
government procurement, workforce development, promoting international norms, and
fostering public/private collaboration (Belli & Venturini, 2016).
Policymakers are experienced with numerous crises, yet, their understanding of
the cyber phenomenon maybe with some exceptions and vague, even more so, politicians
tend to have a reluctance to commit to some interpretations of cyber and to express their
cyber opinion (Macak, 2017). For this reason, the role of IT personnel or computer
scientist is also one of immense importance in helping to shape national and international
policies regarding the cyber phenomenon. On a national issue, the balance between
privacy and security has become an emerging issue, which indicates that there must be a
modification of laws and practices in the United States on cybersecurity.
Transition
In Section 1, I provided insight into the specific problem some airline managers
and IT administrators lack effective strategies to reduce the financial impact caused by
cyberattacks. Also, in this section, I underscored the need for IT personnel to practice
resiliency in terms of cybersecurity and I provided insight regarding the problem and
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purpose statements, nature of study, assumptions, limitation, and delimitations, research
questions, and the conceptual framework.
In summary, cyberattacks can cause extreme financial devastation; thus,
organizational leaders must have strategies of resiliency in places such as engaging the
employees through process and planning, secure software, cyber-insurance, and laws.
Organizations must also be aware of internal threats. Whether the breach has been
implemented through cyber-war, cyberespionage, or cybercrime, statistics provided by
Hewes (2016) shared that about 100,000 cyber incidents were reported in 2016 and the
phenomenon is not isolated to large organizations.
In the event society is changing, the theories and awareness of management
should change with it (George, 2016). Management should move beyond the details of
productivity, budgets, and timelines, and focus on the emergent phenomenon of
cyberattacks. Management should become more proactive in risk management,
developing human defenses and a response plan through incident practice, and involving
the board. By a similar indication, IT administrators should engage in research, develop
and participate in cyberattack defense exercises, and participate in group discussions and
conferences regarding the issue (Greene et al., 2017). Engaging the employees and an
effective response plan are also pertinent.
In Section 2, I offer a synopsis of my role as a researcher, the participants, the
technique and instrument used for data collection, the selected research method, design,
sampling, and population. Section 2 also includes an overview of the reliability and
validity of the study. The last segment of the study is Section 3. In this section is the
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presentation of findings, as well as recommendations for future research and implications
for social change. As I provide my conclusion in this last segment, it also allowed an
opportunity for personal reflections per my experience as a new researcher. By utilizing a
qualitative single case study, I was able to understand strategies to reduce the fiscal
effects of the phenomenon from the perspective of the participants. Also, I based my
conceptual framework on the general systems theory of von Bertalanffy, which I found
applicable to my research because I used airline managers from various departments to
gather the whole perspective of their experience with cyber events.
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Section 2: The Project
My intent for this study was to explore what strategies IT administrators and
airline managers use to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks. In Section 2, I explain
my role as the researcher. I also share information on sampling, the participants, and
eligibility requirements. Section 2 includes the research method and design, data
collection, data organization, and information regarding ethics and instruments used for
data collection. Section 2 also contains an analysis of the reliability and validity of the
study.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this qualitative single case study was to explore the strategies IT
administrators and airline managers use to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks. In
this study, the population included IT administrators and management from one major
U.S. airline who have used strategies to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks. This
study may contribute to positive social change by enhancing the knowledge of IT
administrators, airline managers, and researchers. The implementation of enhanced
knowledge could prompt legislators to understand the need for new cyber laws. With the
passing of new and updated regulations, consumers, primarily in the airline industry,
could benefit from the presence of a safe and secure environment. New regulations could
bring the consumers comfort in knowing there is the protection of their personal
information and transportation.
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Role of the Researcher
My role as a qualitative researcher was to serve as the primary data collector. Per
Rimando et al. (2015) the role of the researcher is to function as the instrument of
qualitative research. My relationship with the topic extended from my experience as a
former manager in the airline industry. Although the participants may have worked for
the same organization, we did not have a direct relationship. Research participants are to
be protected; thus, established values such as respect for persons, nonmaleficence,
beneficence, and justice must be understood as guiding principles (Scherzinger &
Bobbert, 2017). For this study, I followed the basic ethical principles to ensure the
participants were comfortable and understood the process. The Belmont Report (National
Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral
Research [NCPHSBBR], 1979) authors provided specific guidelines for ethical behavior.
I conducted face-to-face and telephone semistructured interviews with the participants
after clearly presenting and explaining the informed consent form.
My goal as the primary researcher was to mitigate bias and avoid a personal
perspective. I reduced bias and avoided viewing data through a personal lens by asking
the participants open-ended questions following an interview protocol as outlined (see
Appendix). An interview protocol aligns the interview questions with the research and
enhances the quality of the captured data (Castillo-Montoya, 2016). The use of an
interview protocol also allowed me to conduct an effective inquiry-based interview and to
receive feedback regarding the contract.
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Participants
Eligibility criteria for study participants consisted of IT administrators and
management personnel who have successfully used strategies to reduce the fiscal impact
of a cyberattack and had a minimum of 5 years of experience. A primary characteristic of
participants is they can provide accurate detail (Pham, Nguyen, & Chen, 2018). The
participants were able to provide exact information because they have experienced the
problem under study. Specifically, the participants for this study included members from
IT leadership and members of the management team of one major U.S. airline.
Organizational performance is usually improved by consideration of multiple
perspectives and by adding administrators and managers from numerous areas (Lin &
Chen, 2018). In this qualitative study, various perspectives were obtained until
information became redundant.
I gained access to the participants via telephone, social media, and e-mail. My
primary source of social media was via LinkedIn, an online public directory that allows a
search by name, industry, or group affiliation. I established communication through
Facebook. I used this mode of social media to open the lines of communication as part of
my strategy for building a relationship with the participants to crate rapport before the
actual interview. Perrin (2015) deemed social media as an effective method to connect
with participants because the rise of social media has influenced nearly all areas of
society and in some instances, the survival of organizations.
I conducted semistructured interviews that were face-to-face or via telephone.
Ward, Gott, and Hoare (2015) shared that an assumption exists suggesting face-to-face is
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best for semistructured interviews. Ward et al. also concluded participants are more
comfortable with the telephone interview. I further established a working relationship
with the participants by carefully and thoroughly explaining my role, the goals of the
study, and the purpose of the research, and by providing a comfortable and secure
environment for the participants. I gave the participants individual identification codes
ranging from P5-P11. I recorded, transcribed, and placed the responses on a spreadsheet
for thematic coding. To enhance the credibility of this study, I used member checking.
Member checking with the interview process provides the participants the opportunity to
review the responses as well as confirm the information (Iivari, 2018). I asked the
participants if they had public documents to share.
Research Method and Design
Research Method
The research method used in this study consisted of a qualitative analysis, which
is a method of recording opinions, feelings, and experiences. This method was selected
because it is the best form of research when a more in-depth understanding of attitudes,
behavior, and motivations is required (Barnham, 2015). Qualitative data are impressive in
the way the data are delivered because it may be digitized and synthesized. Qualitative
data provide an interpretation of information that caters to insight and patterns (Pratima,
Smith, & Vaara, 2018). The researcher must understand the participants’ biases have the
possibility of influencing the results of the study (Clark & Vealé, 2018). I was the
primary data collection instrument, and focus and interpretative thinking were critical for
me and to better explain the topic.
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Other methodologies used by researchers include the quantitative and mixed
method approaches. Advances in technology have allowed researchers significant
opportunities to access and analyze quantitative data and to obtain the results promptly
from large numbers (Hochbein & Smeaton, 2018). Starr (2014) described quantitative
research as the analysis of data using statistics. The research I conducted in this study did
not require probability or statistics; therefore, the quantitative method would not have
been an appropriate choice. Spoken or written language rather than numbers is data
gathered in qualitative research. When spoken, the data are usually converted to text for
analysis (Clark & Vealé, 2018). The qualitative method as described by Yin (2018) is a
tool considered highly effective for exploring the reality of a phenomenon. Mixed
methods combine the quantitative and qualitative analysis addressing the established
research question. The use of mixed methods provides a more thorough perspective of the
phenomena than the use of only one method (McCusker & Gunaydin, 2015). The mixed
method approach was not appropriate for this study because there was no need for a
quantitative component.
Research Design
In this study, I used a single case study design because the data collected was
effective for analysis to answer the research question. Marshall and Rossman (2016)
described the case study design as the allowance of an exploration of skills, knowledge,
and strategies. The use of a case study design allows for the collection of several types of
data, such as interview, observation, and document analysis. Researchers have the option
to select from a broad range of designs (Yin, 2018).
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There are several forms of qualitative designs of which researchers should be
cognizant. Marshall and Rossman (2016) identified other qualitative designs as
phenomenology, ethnography, and narrative research. Phenomenology is an exploration
of the meaning of participants’ lived experiences or phenomena (Lewis, 2015). A
phenomenological design could have been used; however, I determined it as
inappropriate for this study because my focus was more on the aspect of experiences
related to technological skills.
The ethnographic design is one of the most respected forms of research.
Ethnographic researchers focus on groups, organizations, or communities and their
culture (Marshall & Rossman, 2016). In this design, strong emphasis is placed on the
exploration of the phenomena because data are gathered from the participants’
perspectives. Moreover, observation occurs in the participant’s natural habitat of behavior
and beliefs (Yin, 2018). The focus of this study extended beyond subcultures, which
determined the use of ethnography was not applicable.
Narrative researchers explore the experiences of the individuals to formulate a
robust chronological story (Beverland, Gemser, & Karpen, 2017). Beverland et al. (2017)
also indicated a narrative design might be described as a conceptualization of
multidimensional purposive communication from a teller to an audience. When using a
narrative design, the researcher can expose people’s values and personalities that may be
derived from individual lives, circumstances, events, facts, behaviors, and experiences
(Jordan, Bardill, Herd, & Grimaldi, 2017). The narrative design was also eliminated as a
choice for this study because the focus is on strategies as opposed to life events. Fallan
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and Lees-Maffei (2016) identified narratives as having been criticized as outdated and
static.
A researcher’s failure to obtain data saturation could interfere with the quality and
validity of the study (Fusch & Ness, 2015). A researcher knows that data saturation has
been reached when there is no additional information to be accumulated, and further
coding is no longer necessary (Fusch & Ness, 2015). Saunders et al. (2018) stated there
should be limits to the scope of data collection to prevent saturation from losing its
coherency and the uses being stretched. I ensured data saturation by continuing data
collection until there was no new information to extract.
Population and Sampling
The population from which the sample came included IT administrators and
management from one major U.S. airline, who have used strategies to reduce the fiscal
impact of cyberattacks. Purposeful sampling was used to identify participants within this
population. Palinkas et al. (2015) described purposeful sampling as a method that is
widely used by the qualitative researcher to aid in the identification and selection of
studies that provide a wealth of information regarding the phenomenon of interest.
Depending upon the various aspects of the population of the study, the sampling size has
the propensity to differ (Solanki & Singh, 2015). Boddy (2016) advised when conducting
qualitative research; the researcher must consider the sample size. According to Howes
(2015), even fewer than five participants could be a sufficient number to provide
perspectives that are relevant to a qualitative study.
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Participants were included in this study whose primary responsibility included
planning or responding to cyberattacks within one major U.S. airline. Specifically, the
participants for this study included members from IT, as well as members of the
management team of one major U.S. airline. Palinkas et al. (2015) indicated the selection
of appropriate participants and sampling size is vital to a study because it provides a
comprehensive analysis of the phenomenon. Malterud, Siersma, and Guassora (2015)
stated when the research includes interviews, typically a sample size that is small, yet
sufficient, is used, which allows individual participants to have a locatable voice within
the study. It is possible as few as five participants could be a sufficient sample size to
reach data saturation. Marshall and Rossman (2016) stated the effectiveness of the
researcher in gauging the appropriate sample size has a direct correlation to data
saturation. Data saturation may be defined as the process of introducing new participants
into a study until the researcher completes the data set, which will be obtained when there
is nothing new to add or redundancy exists (Marshall & Rossman, 2016). To ensure data
saturation, I interviewed new participants until the information became redundant, and I
had no further coding. During member checking, each participant was invited to validate
or expand upon my analysis and summary.
Ethical Research
As part of ensuring ethical research, I e-mailed a consent form to the applicable
participants after the Walden Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved planned
research activities. By explaining and allowing the participant to view the consent form,
the researcher can extend the discussion and provide a manner that is highly effective in
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helping the participants to understand their role in the study (Watts et al., 2016).
Participants who were scheduled for a phone interview were asked to print, scan, and
return the form with a signature indicating their consent. I reviewed and reconfirmed the
consent form at the beginning of each interview, whether by phone or face-to-face.
Chiumento, Khan, Rahman, and Frith (2015) stated the ultimate purpose of the consent
form should be to protect the rights of the participants. Menikoff, Kaneshiro, and
Pritchard (2017) expressed the researcher should ensure the consent form is clearly
explained and understood by the participant and their participation is strictly voluntary.
Participants were allowed the opportunity to withdraw from the study at any point in the
research process by e-mailing me. It was also made clear in the consent form and in the
interview itself that there are no penalties for withdrawing.
It was also made clear in the consent form no incentives for participation will be
offered to the participants. It is safe to assume that individuals tend to participate in
research studies because it provides a feeling that by doing so, they are benefitting
humanity in general. Although related, ethics is different from laws, beliefs, religion, and
attitudes. Ethics is a way of conduct and morality (Baral, 2016). The only benefits
participants might extract from this study is the knowledge that by sharing their
experiences, they are contributing to the expansion of knowledge on the topic.
I ensured the participants appropriate ethical protection is in place. I solemnly
adhered to the basic ethic principles of the 1979 NCPHSBBR’s Belmont Report that
promoted the researcher ensures the participants are comfortable and understand the
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process through the guidelines of respect of the person, beneficence, and justice. I also
used a researcher’s journal and interview protocol.
Data will be maintained securely by storing all audio-recordings on an encrypted
drive and securely kept in a locked file cabinet in my business office. The researcher is
the only one with access to the file cabinet. Data will be kept for at least 5 years then
destroyed.
It is the ethical duty of the researcher to protect the general welfare of participants
(Wallace & Sheldon, 2015). No data was collected until Walden’s IRB provided
approval. The IRB approval number for this study is 01-03-19-0169218. Killawi et al.
(2014) promoted the protection of participants and their identifiable information.
Personal information belonging to the participants were not shared in this story. Details
that might identify participants, such as the location of the study, also have not been
shared. Yin (2018) suggested unique identifiers to protect the confidentiality of the
participants. I will not use the participants’ personal information for any purpose outside
of this research project. Participants in this study are identified with a number between
five and 11, as I did not use the names of the participants.
Data Collection Instruments
In this study, as the researcher, I was the primary data collection instrument
through face-to-face and telephonic semistructured interviews and public document
review. The instrument selection is of vital importance in the research process because
the validity of the study depends on the instruments selected; furthermore, the ability to
generate the same result consistently after multiple tests on the same group depicts the
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research instrument as reliable. Data collection instruments encompass the tools used for
data collection and may include a questionnaire, interview, or observation, and the
researcher must question if the interview questions will add to the existing literature.
(Henderson, 2018). Seven open-ended interview questions were proposed to IT
administrators and airline managers. I also used (public) document review to enhance and
support data collected in the semistructured interviews. Participants were asked to
provide related public documents, which could include policies, training information,
news articles, or reports.
The document review consisted of public documents that were provided by
several participants. The use of documents allows a researcher the opportunity to gain
more insight into the subject matter and enhance understanding of the topic (Siegner,
Hagerman, & Kozak, 2018). Yin (2018) mentioned various methods of data collection
inclusive of interviews, digital recording, note-taking, observation, and peer-examination,
which are highly successful in qualitative research.
I enhanced the reliability and validity of the information by using a member check
process. Yin (2018) stated member checking could provide a more in-depth
understanding. I used member checking as a method of exploring the credibility of the
data. My interpretations of the participants’ responses were given back to the participants
to review for accuracy. Birt, Scott, Cavers, Campbell, and Walter (2016) labeled
trustworthiness as the bedrock of quality research. After asking the interview questions, I
reviewed the responses with the participant for accuracy. Each participant was invited to
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validate or expand upon my analysis and summary. Several interview questions and
protocol have been included in the Appendix.
Data Collection Technique
For this proposed qualitative single case study, I conducted semistructured
interviews using an interview protocol (see Appendix) combined with member checking.
Iivari (2018) stated the participants should be allowed to be engaged in the research
process through confirmation and summation of responses to the interview questions.
Asking the same questions in a sequential order allows the researcher to gather data
efficiently and to obtain a better response comparison; furthermore, collecting data using
more than one method enables the researcher to view the phenomenon from different
angles and heighten the validity (Iivari, 2018). Multiple data sources provide an adequate
snapshot of the real-life experience. I did request the participants share any public
documents for review.
Semistructured Interviews
The first point of data collection for this study was semistructured interviews.
Participants were first contacted either by phone, e-mail or over social media to
determine the level of interest in participating. Once participants expressed an interest in
participating in this study, a consent form was sent to them along with several dates and
times to choose from for the interview. The participants chose between telephonic or
face-to-face interviews based on their location and availability. Regardless of the mode of
communication, the conversation began with a review of the consent form, a reminder
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that the participant can withdraw at any time and I provided them with the assurance I
would follow the interview protocol (see Appendix).
The participants were also reassured of confidentiality and privacy. Carcone,
Tokarz, and Ruocco (2015) advised there is strong support based on the reliability
resulting from semistructured interviews; however, the validity of the semistructured
interview is questionable. In qualitative research, interviews are one of the most common
forms of data collection and require those specific standards are practiced, such as
recording, archiving, and reinforcing the data (Rosenthal, 2016). After the semistructured
interview, the participants were asked to share any documents that relate to the topic for a
document review.
There are several advantages to semistructured interviews; Marshall and Rossman
(2016) found semistructured interviews are the single best way to glean data in
qualitative studies. Yin (2018) stated the use of semistructured interviews allow a
researcher to focus on a narrow topic, which is another advantage. One disadvantage of
semistructured interviews is the quality of data collected is dependent on the abilities of
the researcher (Yin, 2018).
Document Review
Document review is the use of existing information on a topic that can provide a
more in-depth understanding (Yin, 2018). Once the semistructured interviews were
completed, the participants were asked to provide any related documentation, which
could include policies, training information, or reports (public documents). The
documents were reviewed, coded, and the data were combined with data from the
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semistructured interviews to present a robust, multidimensional look at how airline IT
administrators and managers use strategies to reduce the effects of cyberattacks. The
advantage of document review is the information can be expanded and support data
collected in other ways (Yin, 2018). The major disadvantage of document review is the
documents that could prove to be most helpful might not be accessible (Yin, 2018).
Considering this proposed study is exploring the sensitive topic of cybersecurity, many
documents that could have been helpful were not available for review due to security
concerns while some public documents were made available.
Data Saturation
Data saturation applies to qualitative research that takes advantage of interviews
as the primary source of data (Marshall & Rossman, 2016). I ensured data saturation by
continually introducing new participants into the study until there was no new data and I
reached a point of redundancy; consequently, there was no new coding, and I had
acquired sufficient data for credible analysis. Researchers should discontinue the
interviewing process when the participants cease to provide additional information
regarding the topic for data saturation (Lowe, Norris, Farris, & Babbage, 2018). Lowe et
al. (2018) further explained the researcher had reached the goal of data saturation when
interviews with the participants yield no new emerging themes; furthermore, the
responses are sufficient to justify the claims and conclusions.
Data Organization Technique
It can be expected every researcher has a traditional technique for remembering
the details of an interview. I kept track of data through a researcher’s journal and a
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coding/labeling system. The data collected were coded by color. Slota and Madduri
(2015) defined color coding as a technique that gives fixed-parameter tractable
algorithms. Lauer, Brumberger, and Beveridge (2018) indicated data collection is of great
importance in considering what research items could be replicated and could enable the
researcher to identify patterns over time. Data from audio-recordings (digital files and the
corresponding transcripts) will be retained for a minimum of 5 years and has been stored
on an encrypted drive in a locked file cabinet. All data and related printed material that
has been stored in a locked file cabinet and will be destroyed after 5 years. Additionally,
any information shared via a social media tool will be deleted.
Data Analysis
For this study, I used the 5-step process introduced by Yin (2018) to conduct
qualitative data analysis. The steps include compiling, disassembling, reassembling,
interpreting, and concluding (Yin, 2018). By following this process, I was able to
encompass various techniques. Data analysis may be viewed as an umbrella term that
allows the researcher the ability to describe, decode, and translate, thus, revealing a clear
understanding of the meaning (Mayer, 2015). Wahyudi, Kuk, and Janssen (2018)
suggested the establishment of process patterns because they allow the researcher to
implement a recurring sequence of steps that assist in obtaining goals.
To lessen the chance of biases while increasing validity, I used varying
perspectives for this study. Joslin and Müller (2016) related the effective use of
triangulation as identifying a person’s position by comparing the individual’s perspective
to two other views. The use of multiple techniques enabled me to define themes and
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ultimately, strategies that may be implemented to reduce the fiscal impact of the
phenomena. I used a single case study for this research. Yazan (2015) shared that a case
study is an empirical inquiry and addresses the how and why concerning the phenomenon.
My main goal as the researcher was to understand the meaning of the information as
delivered by the participants and how they made sense of the lived experience.
Understanding of the participants was enhanced by the use of interviews combined with
document review for data analysis.
The use of interviews in qualitative analysis requires the participants to meet
eligibility requirements, which make them suitable for answering the research question
emphatically (Johanssen, 2016). Johanssen (2016) mentioned a well-constructed
interview enables the participants to speak and induce the actual meaning of the
phenomenon. Upon completing the interviews, the participants were asked if they had
any public documents that could be provided, such as training information or reports. Yin
(2018) expressed document review as the use of existing information on the subjectmatter that provides a more detailed understanding as it expands on the data collected by
other means.
Member checking was also a valuable tool in the data analysis process of this
study. Member checking is a participant validation technique, whereby the data or results
are returned to the participant to check for accuracy (Birt et al., 2016). When the
researcher uses the member checking technique, participants are allowed to verify their
perspective of the event, which brings clarity to the realities of the interpretations of the
researcher (Iivari, 2018). The use of multiple techniques, such as member checking,
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promotes credibility. There may be situations in which a researcher lacks the requisite
knowledge, but the use of member checking can enhance the experience and enable the
researcher to acquire a better sense of the phenomena (Liao & Hitchcock, 2018).
Von Bertalanffy (1972) discussed the importance of scholars viewing security as
an entire system. This language had a correlation with other theories such as Coole and
Brooks (2014), who indicated the need for a holistic approach. The research conducted
for this study garnered a holistic approach by considering all aspects from the internal
employee, to hackers, to the role of IT, and the role of management. Lee and Kang (2015)
developed a concept citing the use of multiple techniques would be a more effective
strategy to fight cyberattacks than a single method; furthermore, I analyzed the responses
of participants where the interview questions were designed to investigate emerging
themes for multiple strategies.
By understanding the scope and limitations, the researcher can determine a
credible and effective analytical technique. Appelbaum, Kogan, and Vasarhelyi (2017)
stressed the importance of the researcher understanding the nature, distribution, and
limitations of the population that is being tested. In case studies, such as this one, the
purpose is to obtain a precise evaluation of the participants and the event.
Also, in this study, I used thematic analysis. Braun and Clarke (2016) explained a
thematic analysis as a usual form of analysis when conducting qualitative research where
there is a process of theme-discovery evidenced by the language used. Appelbaum et al.
(2017) discussed that data analysis might consist of evaluating results and having the
ability to integrate those results with traditional findings. Thematic analysis embroils the
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observation and recording of patterns in data and signifies a word or phrase that is
representative of the data and captures the essence of the information collected (Clark &
Vealé, 2018). The thematic analysis was a transitional process between data collection
and data analysis because I was provided the ability to decode and encode.
The process involved a detailed analysis of the emerging themes by color-coding
and utilizing Yin’s (2018) 5-step process to compile, disassemble, reassemble, interpret,
and compile. I created an Excel spreadsheet to organize and then evaluate the findings of
the interviews. Trudel, Murray, Soyoung, and Shuo (2015) shared based on the
consumer, coding, especially methods such as traffic light coding (TLC) can create
tremendous impact by increasing the depth in which the researcher can process
information. The strategies included preparing (compiling), reducing the data into themes
(disassembling), organizing the data (reassembling), and representing the data in figures,
tables, or discussion (interpreting and concluding).
Reaching a saturation point in the thematic analysis is essential to validity in
qualitative studies, yet the process of achieving saturation is often left ambiguous,
promoting the need for clarity in the process; additionally, this may include coding that
justifies the sample size. The key to understanding an analytic method lies in
understanding the logic behind the phenomenon and how to incorporate that information
into the research process. In this study, themes were broken down to yellow (possible
strategy), red (interesting point of view which may require follow-up), and green
(creating a point of view). A useful framework for thematic analysis should include codes
applicable to the emergent themes (Moira & Brid, 2017). In the framework created by
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Moira and Brid (2017) the researchers suggested the researcher ensures familiarity with
the data, develops codes applicable to the various themes, searches for and review
emerging themes, then defines and composes the results.
Reliability and Validity
Reliability and validity are methods that may be undertaken in the research
process to deliver findings accurately reflecting the data. Kelly, Fitzsimons, and Baker
(2016) described reliability as the extent to which the research has reached a level where
it is consistent, stable, and repeatable; additionally, Kelly et al. explained availability as
the extent to when the research may be deemed as an accurate representation of the even
and free from bias. Reliability and validity bring rigor to the study, such as truth, value,
consistency, neutrality, and applicability, consequently, validity refers to the integrity and
reliability refers to consistency (Noble & Smith, 2015). Multiple sources of data add
value to research because of the deliverance of an in-depth account of the phenomena as
viewed from the participants. Methodological triangulation may include interviews,
surveys, observations, and document reviews (Morgan, Pullon, Macdonald, McKinlay, &
Gray, 2017). In this study, I made use of interviews and document reviews combined
with member checking.
Reliability
The level of confidence placed on the results of a study should be one of the most
critical concerns of the researcher. When considering reliability (dependability), the study
should be able to be reproduced and should be aligned with the objectivity and credibility
of the study. Yin (2018) stated member checking could provide reliability within a
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qualitative design. For this study, reliability and dependability were addressed through
member checking of data interpretation. The use of member checking technique places
the participants in a position to function as co-interpreters to make sense of both their
organizational realities and researchers’ interpretations of those realities (Iivari, 2018).
Member checking was an effective avenue for me to ensure the findings were presented
accurately and reflected the participants’ experiences and perspectives. Yin described
dependability as the accountability that must be provided for the changes and resolutions
that occur in the research process.
Validity
Validity or trustworthiness should be reflective of the authenticity of the results.
Noble and Smith (2015) defined validity as the integrity and application the researcher
administered to the study allowing the deliverance of accurate findings. The researcher
can practice one-way validation by inviting the participants to comment on the final
transcript or responses to ensure the information is a fair reflection of the phenomena
(Noble & Smith, 2015). Four alternative criteria exist that define the trustworthiness of
qualitative research: credibility, transferability, confirmability, and data saturation. By
using multiple sources of evidence such as archival data and interviews, allows for
comparison in the research study, which assists in data validation (Canales, 2015). I used
interviews, member checking, and document review. Even though the participants were
asked, I was also able to locate archival data from magazines and newspaper articles that
aligned with the information gathered from the interviews.
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Credibility, as defined by Twining, Heller, Nussbaum, and Tsai (2017), relates to
the believability of the research findings. I used methodological triangulation, whereby
multiple perspectives are viewed per the interpretation of a single set of data. The
methodological triangulation process consisted of data from interviews, document
review, and member checking. Member checking is a valuable method to ensure
credibility. Marshall and Rossman (2016) suggested e-mail is commonly used to follow
up interviews with questions for clarity or elaboration. I used e-mail for the member
checking. I used e-mail to add an attachment of my analysis and summary of the
interview. Participants were invited to confirm or add to my summary by responding to
the e-mail. Tracy (2010) indicated that credibility is achieved by employing a full
description, triangulation, crystallization, and member reflections.
Transferability, as described by Noble and Smith (2015), refers to findings that
can be applied to other settings or groups; the findings from this study provided useful
strategies to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks to a multiplicity of organizations and
industries. Additionally, Cope (2014) suggested transferability has been reached when an
individual not involved in the study can relate the findings with their own experiences;
furthermore, the researcher should provide detailed information regarding the participants
and research context that will allow the reader to assess the findings’ capability of being
transferable.
Confirmability relates to the way the researcher demonstrates how the data
represent the participant’s responses and not the viewpoints of the actual researcher
(Cope, 2014). Cope (2014) indicated the researcher should obtain confirmability by using
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a definitive conclusion detailing how the interpretations were reached and demonstrate
the findings came directly from the collected data. I exhibited confirmability by
providing quotes and emerging themes. Cope also said confirmability had been ensured
when a well-trained, experienced qualitative researcher supervises an interviewer. A
committee throughout the research process managed me.
Data saturation, as defined by Fusch and Ness (2015), has been reached when the
researcher has exhausted the need to collect any more samples because no new data is
provided in interviews, no new themes emerge from the data, and the study has enough
information that it can be replicated. Denzin (2012) suggested the use of methodological
triangulation could have a significant impact in enhancing the ability to achieve data
saturation. Data for this study were collected through semistructured interviews and
document review. The combination of data sources also helped to ensure data saturation
was achieved. Malterud et al. (2015), who stated the more relevant information contained
in the sample, the number of participants required to reach data saturation is lessened,
introduced the concept of information power. I achieved data saturation by using
semistructured interviews and document review.
Transition and Summary
Presented in Section 2 was a detailed view of the qualitative single case study
involved in this research. This section consists of pertinent segments of the study,
whereby, I identified my role as the researcher and the primary data collection
instrument. The ethical principles of this study were upheld as I abided by the required
guidelines of the 1979 NCPHSBBR’s Belmont Report. I ensured the participants were
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comfortable and had a clear understanding of the process per respect of person,
beneficence, and justice. After obtaining Walden IRB approval, I provided and discussed
with each participant the Informed Consent Form and implementation of the interview
protocol. Semistructured interviews were conducted with the targeted population face-toface and via telephone based on the availability of the participants, combined with
document reviews. Reliability and validity were addressed, whereby the use of member
checking and document review enhanced validity.
In Section 2, I explained how I came to view the phenomenon through the lenses
of the participants in relation to the fact that the collection of data should enable this to
happen as a perspective is obtained from various angles and giving way to an accurate
picture of the lived experience. The participants were composed of IT administrators and
management from one major U.S. airline who have implemented strategies to reduce the
fiscal impact of cyberattacks. Each participant had more than 5 years of experience in
their industry and was able to provide accurate details of the problem under study.
Participants were assigned numerical codes to keep them confidential. I reached data
saturation when there was no new information.
Also included was an explanation of the use of coding and the identification of
recurring themes by use of thematic analysis, which is a widely used form of analysis in
qualitative research of theme-discovery (Braun & Clarke, 2016). Appelbaum et al. (2017)
believed if the researcher can understand the scope and limitations of the study, there is
the ability to determine a credible and efficient analytical technique.
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The approach to Section 3 in this study provides a summary of the findings while
addressing such topics as themes and social change. Data were collected and placed on a
spreadsheet using color-coding. The results of the data are shared in Section 3, and the
emerging themes were centered on proactivity, a strong management presence, and
education and training. In Section 3, the participants discussed the insider hacker, who
can be easily overlooked, yet highly impactful in damaging the system. Also shared is a
reflection, summary, and conclusion of the study.
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Section 3: Application to Professional Practice and Implications for Change
Introduction
The purpose of this qualitative, single case study was to explore strategies IT
administrators and airline managers use to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks. My
research included an analytical view of a conceptual framework. Data collection for this
study included semistructured interviews of seven participants who had more than 5 years
of experience planning or responding to a cyber event; additionally, the participants were
required to have lived the experience. I used Yin’s (2018) 5-step process of compiling,
disassembling, reassembling, interpreting, and concluding for my data analysis.
The conceptual framework for this study was von Bertalanffy’s general systems
theory. According to this theory, individuals should view security as a whole system. I
was able to identify several themes per my data analysis. If all the strategies expressed in
these themes were implemented, they could be a highly effective means towards reducing
the financial implications of by cyber events. The themes that provided meaningful
strategies to reduce the fiscal impact of a cyberattack included proactive plans with
education and training, strong management presence and directives, and an incident
response plan. As I discuss each of these themes, I provide detailed findings inclusive of
applicable theories, references, and responses of the participants.
Presentation of the Findings
The overarching research question guiding this qualitative single case study was:
What strategies do IT administrators and managers in the airline industry use to reduce
the fiscal impact of cyberattacks? In response to this question, I researched several
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theories. I conducted data analysis by using thematic analysis and coding. When using
thematic analysis of qualitative data, the researcher can identify patterns or emerging
themes that provide vital information regarding the issue (Moira & Brid, 2017).
I created a spreadsheet based on the interview responses and analyzed the
responses in conjunction with the correlating theories and information obtained from the
literature. By involving various methods as suggested by Trudel et al. (2015), I processed
the information with a view toward providing valuable knowledge in the subject area. I
coded the responses using the colors of yellow, red, and green. Yellow represented that a
possible strategy had been identified, the red indicated an interesting point of view where
follow-up may be required, and the green indicated the participant might be introducing a
new point of view. Before preparing and organizing data by reducing the data into themes
and representing the data in a table, I examined Moira and Brid’s (2017) framework for
thematic analysis.
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Table 1
Thematic Analysis - Possible Strategies Determined by Data Analysis
Participants

Strong
managers

Education
& training

Adherence
to corp &
gov
policies

Preparation
thru
operational
planning

Practice
& drills

Inside
threat

5
X
X
X
X
6
X
X
X
7
X
X
X
X
X
X
8
X
X
X
X
X
9
X
X
X
10
X
X
X
X
11
X
X
X
Note. Table 1 denotes the correlating themes as derived from participant responses based
on occurrences and lived experience with the phenomena. The responses have formulated
possible strategies that organizations may use to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks.

Emergent Theme 1: Proactive Plans with Education and Training
One of the themes that quickly manifested was that organizational leaders must be
proactive in enacting strategies to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks. The elevation
of digital literacy, skills, and awareness among leaders of organizations should be of
utmost priority (Cirnu, Rotuna, Vevera, & Boncea, 2018). The phenomenon of
cyberattacks is becoming more sophisticated, and the number of organizations being
affected continues to grow. For this reason, coordinated efforts at the organizational,
regional, and global level are vital (Eugen & Petrut, 2018). Data received from the
interviews and document review substantiated the importance of education and training.
The participants promoted education and training, specifically P5, P7, P8, and
P11. Regarding the organization, P7 stated, “The best medicine is prevention, and you’re
not going to get that from the system you create alone but also training and educating the
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end-user.” Huang et al. (2018) cited education as the primary strategy to reduce the fiscal
impact of a cyberattack because organizations should understand the importance of
protecting vital company information and customers. The responses provided by P5, P7,
P8, and P11 are consistent with the general systems theory by viewing cyber events
holistically.
Society has a growing dependency regarding the use of AI to detect suspicious
activity such as unusual patterns and to filter e-mails, thereby preventing a harmful
situation (Wirth, 2018). P9 shared a document (report) that management of several major
airlines plan to institute AI initiatives with customer service, allowing AI to work beside
the agents and not for them. For reasons such as the growth of AI, P7 stressed, “Regular
practice exercises should be implemented so when an attack occurs, individuals will be
aware of and know how to handle the situation.” P8 was also a strong proponent of
preparation through training. Both P7 and P8 indicated daily system scan and updates are
necessary and P8 shared a document that was publicly generated, announcing how one
carrier plans to stay ahead of threats by implementing advanced e-mail security
technology. Insight was shared by P7, who believed the ability of management to have a
robust plan in place is one of the most effective strategies an organization can adopt to
reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks.
Much attention has been directed to cyberinfrastructure and strong cybersecurity,
and this attention has led to cybersecurity turning into a discipline (Patrascu, 2018).
Because of the increased focus, organizations and universities alike have heightened the
education and training aspect of cybersecurity. Cyberattacks have become a real threat,
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and the organization must understand prevention is the foundation of all strategies
(Patrascu, 2018). There was a disclosure by P7 that mentioned it is the responsibility of
organizations to guard and protect against the devastating financial impact of
cyberattacks. “The lack of education and training can be a serious barrier for an
organization attempting to combat an attack,” stated P8. Organizations are much more
stable if they have well-prepared staff and a solid plan in place. Several of the
participants described an educated and prepared IT and management team, practice drills,
written procedures during an event, and alternative methods are essential for continued
operations during an event.
P10 added, “One of the easiest and cheapest methods to prevent damage in cyber
incidents is education and training.” Proper management in the case of an event is vital in
reducing the fiscal impact and mitigation of reputational loss; furthermore, proper
planning keeps all individuals working cohesively and invokes order in the presence of a
chaotic situation (Brown, 2016). The chaos theory introduced by Burns (2016) is apt to
be applicable in cases where there was no proper planning; thus, external forces promote
an environment of chaos, and effective management is necessary. A small change can
make the system behave entirely differently and can teach managers a lot about making
wise decisions in a complex environment.
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Table 2
Frequencies from Thematic Analysis for Proactive Plans with Education and Training
Emergent theme

References

Frequencies

Theme 1: Proactive plans with education and training

Education

30

Training

27

Organization

15

Planning

25

Management

18

Note. Table 2 displays the participants’ references and frequencies in interviews and
documents for the first theme; proactive plans with education and training.

Emergent Theme 2: Active Management and Directives
The management team is usually the first voice of the organization when a
cyberattack occurs. P7 shared a document regarding corporate governance, which stated,
“The board shall look to management to disseminate information and speak to the
public.” Cyberattacks are one of the most evolving and complex issues with which
management must contend; therefore, management should provide strategies for profit
maximization, loss minimization, and the safety of lives and properties (Akinwumi,
Iwasokun, Alese, & Oluwadare, 2017). Five of the seven participants spoke regarding the
importance of management. Management involvement, according to P5, was listed as one
of the primary strategies to successfully combat a cyberattack, and P6 said, “It is
necessary that the leadership is effective, as they have the responsibility of crowd control
and issuing directives during a cyberattack.” In the case of an event, P8 suggested
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management should have a strong presence and should keep the team informed. In
conjunction with the participants mentioned above, P11 mentioned waiting on directives
from corporate; however, much focus should remain on the employees. The point was
made by P11 suggesting slow or lack of response from corporate management as a barrier
for his organization when an event occurs. A manual explaining procedure provided by
P11 was in alignment with the five other participants who expressed how important the
role of management is during a cyberattack. The results indicated the actions of
leadership, whether board or management, could harm or save an organization.
Strong leadership is a critical factor in protecting the organization’s valuable
assets. Mossburg (2015) stated management should be viewed as the defender of the
fiscal health of the company’s performance. Organizations display more power in the
control of cyberattacks when there is an established managerial team devising strategies,
preventive security measures, and communicating with IT. Furthermore, having a capable
management team could save an organization $457,691 per breach (Krishan, 2018). The
promotion of active management was prominent amongst the emerging themes provided
by the participants and was also indicated in the document review as presented by P8.
The document announced the hiring of a new chief information officer who had doubled
the cybersecurity team and advised all employees to view this as a matter of resilience.
The internal attacker may be more accustomed to the environment and have a
more significant financial impact than an outsider. The internal customer is tied to the
organizational intranet, causing them to be prone to phishing scams, as explained by P8.
Liang et al. (2016) shared that disgruntled personnel may also be responsible for
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purposely introducing an attack. P10 stated, “One of the things we always try to
emphasize is human factors are the largest challenge and the potential to do the most
damage.” The angle taken by P5 and P6 viewed the internal attack as a failure of
personnel to take action, which may also be viewed as a lack of education and training
provided to personnel. A document regarding the global security program of a major
carrier was provided by P5. Included in the document was information that would
heighten the awareness of employees and a description of what to look for in terms of
phishing and the insider. The report also contained an explanation of the release of
monthly test e-mails to check for employees who may engage in phishing and educating
the employee; consequently, there has been a reduction in phishing per that carrier and
affiliates.
P7 mentioned the importance of organizational leadership remaining in
compliance with governmental regulations. Comments offered by P10 advised,
“Leadership in my organization spends too much time on the interpretation of
government regulations which impose numerous constraints on the ability to operate or
repair the systems.” Cairney (2012) placed attention on the instability and disorder in
politics and policies and unites them with complex system behaviors, per the complexity
theory. Government regulations are necessary to protect computer systems and IT.
Without new legislation, there is uncertainty as to how the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) will regulate security and other data practices; however, the need for Congress to
introduce effective legislation continues to grow (Gordon, 2016).
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Designing and agreeing on different aspects of the regulations may take a long
time and often stand to become outdated. Despite this fact, leaders of organizations
should no longer minimize the ability of the government to protect them as they may
have done when confronted with other threats (J. Collier, 2018). Organizational leaders
should apply best practices as precursors to the standards that may be employed as a basis
for a similar standard (Srinivas, Das, & Kumar, 2019). P7 provided with a document on
the website for a major carrier labeled The Contract of Carriage. The document was a
statement of administrative protocol, not a contractual agreement. The material provided
detailed insight into regulations, policies, and procedures.
The responses shared by the participants illustrated the important role of
management in cybersecurity. The role of management in terms of cyberattacks has
captured the attention of researchers. Soomro, Shah, and Ahmed (2016) shared literature
that shows the development and implementation of cybersecurity policy is crucial and
should include aspects such as the human factor, policy awareness, training, and the
integration of technical and managerial exercises. All of the elements mentioned are
essential elements of security management.
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Table 3
Frequencies from Thematic Analysis for Active Management Presence and Directives
Emergent theme
Theme 2: Active management presence and directives

References

Frequencies

Management

18

Directives

8

Corporate

7

Leadership

2

Government

9

Regulations

10

Internal User

15

Note. Table 3 displays the participants’ references and frequencies in interviews and
documents for the second theme; active management presence and directives.

Emergent Theme 3: Incident Response Plans
The majority of participants described the current processes their organization has
in place include an immediate shut-down of the system, and individuals revert to working
manually without the use of technology. The ability to work manually is in alignment
with one of the main strategies of education and training. P5 shared, “Once the internal
and external customers have been secured, pencil and paper is a viable option.” P5 also
indicated less experienced agents might not have been trained or are not familiar with
manual entries that would keep operations running without technology. Less
knowledgeable individuals could pose as barriers but shutting down the system is vital.
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P6 shared a document from an event that disrupted operations for 24 hours and
delayed hundreds of flights for days. The document as issued from management advised
that all flights were stopped for 24 hours and travelers were to be rebooked or
accommodated in a hotel with no additional fees. The airline industry is an industry
comprised of very complex systems, which may have been a factor Lee and Kang (2015)
considered when they discussed the multilayer theory, whereby one layer can compensate
for the limitations of another layer. Multilayering is a concept that is a cornerstone to
aviation security.
P6 discussed redirecting the customers, if possible, to another facility or copying
data to keep operations from being interrupted. To develop strategies that could reduce
the fiscal impact of a cyberattack, IT administrators should have a thorough
understanding of the network configuration, and they should be aware of the public
application profile, such as the IP address and access applications on the IP addresses
(Major, 2017). Lastly, Major (2017) suggested IT administrators should channel attacks
to an alternative system to maintain operations and protect the network and infrastructure
of the policy of the organization. Manual operations in the case of an event were of
importance to P7, who stated, “When tasked with the use of manual operations, most
participants agreed to the fact individuals displayed a willingness to participate in the
necessary processes.” Modern technology has its place, but manual operations should
never be dismissed, as is evident by some of the participant responses.
Based on the responses of the participants, having an incident response plan in
place should be of utmost importance. The program should protect personnel, assets,
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information, and any entity that may cause an interruption to operations (R. Collier,
2016). Brown (2016) stated an estimated 72% of organizations have a response plan in
place. Cybersecurity should become the focus of the entire organization and not isolated
to IT administrators.
Table 4
Frequencies From Thematic Analysis for Incident Response Plans
Emergent theme
Theme 3: Incident response plans

References

Frequencies

Systems

17

Shut-down

16

Manual

7

Network

10

Plan/Preparation

35

Note. Table 4 displays the participants’ references and frequencies in interviews and
documents for the third theme; incident response plan.

An Analytic Dichotomy of Findings with the Conceptual Framework
This qualitative study was grounded to the general systems theory by von
Bertalanffy, who developed this theory supporting the fact that security, based on design
and operation, should be viewed as a whole system (von Bertalanffy, 1972). Von
Bertalanffy (1972) advised in the event of a cyberattack, organizational leaders cannot
secure only some sections of the system or the organization because then other segments
are left vulnerable. The general systems theory was a good foundation for this study
because cyber events, when reacted to as a whole and not in segments, increases the
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chances of the managers leading the organization to adaptability, thus, reducing
devastation.
When the whole system has been addressed there is uniformity, and no one area
gets more attention leading to an overall focus on the entire organization. Cyberattacks
demand a holistic approach to reduce the fiscal impact. Consider the response of the
participants in addressing the first theme, where they unanimously thought being
proactive is a priority. Study data reveal proactivity includes every aspect of prevention
in the entire system; furthermore, how to continue operations during the event. Von
Bertalanffy (1972) suggested interrelatedness and interdependence are factors demanding
awareness. The need for general systems consciousness is pertinent and requires the
focus of multidimensional sites on management.
There exist other theories that are in conjunction with the implementation of the
whole system. Viuker (2014), who stated several strategies that should be in place to
reduce the financial implications of a cyberattack include a level of understanding for the
security needed, developed one such theory. Viuker also suggested there should be a
roadmap to strengthen security monitoring, and lastly, there should be clear objectives,
processes, costs, timelines, and a method of assessment. Coole and Brooks (2014)
introduced the security in decay system, which also addresses the need for a holistic
approach; consequently, Cole and Brooks supported the theory that all elements must be
maintained at optimum operating levels to be proactive. If organizational leaders were to
develop a proactive, holistic approach towards the handling of cyberattacks, such events
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could be prevented. Additionally, the fiscal impact could be minimized, and so would
information loss or system paralysis.
Supporting the thought process of reducing the fiscal impact of cyberattacks,
Kim, Kim, Hong, and Oh (2017) discussed the various types of security incidents and
how handling them requires security education and training. In viewing the results of
education and training, there was a clear connection with the second theme regarding the
importance of management. During each of the interviews, at some point, management
was discussed. Perhaps this is yet another way to ponder the general systems theory (von
Bertalanffy, 1972) because to reduce the fiscal impact of an event, an everyone must be
engaged, from the agents to IT, management, and the board of directors. Another
correlating theory would be the complexity theory (Cairney, 2012), whereby it is believed
a network of elements is necessary to interact and combine to produce systematic
behavior. The verbiage may have been slightly different, but nearly all participants spoke
about education, training, and the need for active management.
All participants regarding immediately shutting down the system in the case of an
attack shared the third theme. While this process is deemed valid by the participants and
may be a necessity, Christensen et al. (2015) introduced a contrasting theory called
disruptive innovation, whereby the need is emphasized for a more straightforward,
scalable, system-changing solution, as the belief here is technology has become the
victim of its own success. P7 spoke strongly about reverting to the use of pencil and
paper to keep operations open in the event of an attack. This theory may be one requiring
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more attention because, although education and training were thematic, P11 linked this
theme to the malicious insider (internal customer).
The internal customer or human factor presents a considerable security risk to
organizations. The internal customer has access to information systems (Omar,
Mohammed, & Nguyen, 2017). Sometimes the insider may have malicious intent or may
accidentally cause a system problem, supporting the reason why education, training, and
effective leadership are all part of the whole-system as theorized by von Bertalanffy
(1972).
Placing the attention on one area of a cyber event is not an effective strategy in
reducing the fiscal impact of a cyberattack. As I reflect on this segment of the study and
the theory of von Bertalanffy (1972), all sectors must be secured and interrelatedness and
interdependence demand awareness. Viuker (2014) discussed the need for a roadmap to
strengthen security monitoring, and Kim et al. (2017) stressed the requirement for
education and training to minimize cyberattacks. Lastly, Cairney (2012) shared the fact
that a network of elements is necessary to produce systematic behavior. As various
theories were combined for consideration, I found support for the general systems theory
of viewing the entire system, inclusive of the organization, when considering being
proactive in cyber phenomena and thus, reducing the fiscal impact.
Application to Professional Practice
In this qualitative single case study, I presented findings that are conducive to the
professional practice of organizations for various reasons. First, there is a revelation that
organization leaders must develop a profound understanding of the impact a cyberattack
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can have on the organization fiscally; thus, creating a motivation to create proactive
measures. Secondly, management, inclusive of the IT administrators, is crucial. In the
case of an event, decision-making, policies and guidelines, directives, operations, and a
constant presence, all are of importance. Lastly, the findings proved a strong desideratum
for education and training.
People, Planning, and Preparedness
Unfortunately, there are organization leaders who are of the belief that the
vigorous defenses they have in place are enough to protect them from an attack; thus,
they fail to be proactive. However, cyberattacks have the propensity to aggregate the
global economy by approximately $445 billion per year, which should cause leaders of
organizations to consider taking a more proactive approach to cyberattacks (Samtani et
al., 2017). The participants perceived the ability to get ahead of the problem could reduce
or prevent the devastation of a cyber event. Being proactive could be in the form of
education and training exercises such as drills, frequent checks, and focus on the human
factor (internal customer).
The insider places a significant role in organizational misconduct. Human factors
are responsible for 95% of all security incidences, and it is this factor that is the weakest
link of security (Gyunka & Christiana, 2017). Gyunka and Christiana (2017) contributed
this statistic to ignorance of basic security practices, carelessness, and even disgruntled
employees seeking to sabotage the organization purposely. Being proactive by focusing
on the human factor is very much in alignment with education and training yet differs
because the internal customer can be educated and still inflict sabotage. Liang et al.
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(2016) supported the belief the human factor has a far more negative implication than
outsiders do. It is beliefs such as this that highlight the importance of focusing on the
insider, frequent checks, and briefings to be proactive.
One of the emerging themes included the robust use of attack drills will enable the
organization to move in a mode of autopilot when an event occurs because the
organization will have developed a capacity for muscle memory. The implementation of
placing a focus on personnel and having a security plan, such as frequent system checks
with regular drills, can make way for less exposure and an increase in system safety;
furthermore, attacks will be responded to sooner allowing response procedures to be
effective. Leaders of organizations should conduct regular scans to detect vulnerabilities.
It is pertinent for IT administrators and management to view this as an excellent strategy
of defense.
As the emerging themes from this study are considered, individuals should be
able to get a clear picture of the general systems theory introduced by von Bertalanffy
(1972) and the concept of utilizing the whole system. Leaders of organizations cannot use
only one of these themes and expect significant results, and they must use each of them.
Cirnu et al. (2018) shared that digital literacy skills among individuals and organizations
are on the rise and getting more sophisticated. Christensen et al. (2015) introduced the
disruptive theory stating technology is the victim of its success. This rationale supports
Huang et al. (2018) reason for listing education and training as a primary strategy and a
necessity.
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Management is the voice that the speaks to the public. Akinwumi et al. (2017)
advised that it is managerial responsibility to protect employees and consumers while
minimizing loss. The chaos theory was developed by Burns (2016), who based this
theory on management decisions during a crisis. The belief is that external forces present
a profound influence on important decisions; thus, the decisions made by management
during a time of chaos will be disruptive or effective. Each of the emerging themes had
value and relate to a personal discussion with a former CEO for whom I was employed,
he asked, “What part of the watch can you leave out and it still works (personal
communication, Gordon Bethune, CEO United Airlines, 1995).
Effective Management
The findings in this study unanimously indicated that effective management is
also a priority. The influence of management could have a profound effect on
successfully reducing the fiscal impact of a cyberattack by contributing to positive cash
flow through providing directives, keeping operations in performance during the event,
and providing managerial support. The development and implementation of information
security policy, awareness, compliance training, development of enterprise information
architecture, IT infrastructure management, business and IT alignment, and human
resources management are all entities that could produce substantial outcome on the
quality of management and the handling of cyberattacks (Soomro et al., 2016). These
factors have added great importance to the role of management; furthermore, in
alignment to von Bertalanffy (1972), Soomro et al. (2016) suggested a more holistic
approach to information security is needed. P6 discussed how, in the case of an event,
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management infiltrates the work area and immediately takes control of the situation by
maintaining a calm environment and ensuring manual operations are normalized. P8
found the way management keeps the agents informed to be critical, while P7, P9, and
P10 spoke on the effectiveness of being prepared, primarily through education and
training offered by management to be of great value.
Van der Vegt, Essens, Wahlstrom, and George (2015) illustrated the importance
of dynamic management by discussing a New Zealand earthquake where the businesses
who had pre-existing organizational collaboration networks established had a better
recovery than those businesses that did not. At the height of crisis levels, 29% of global
aviation and 1.2 million passengers per day were affected (van der Vegt et al., 2015),
which further substantiates the importance of trenchant management. In compiling the
responses from the participants, emerging themes suggested in a crisis, their management
displays a strong presence, provides directives and assistance, keeps the agents informed,
is a resource regarding governmental policies and procedures, and projects a well-trained
skillset to handle the event, thus, continuing feasible operations. One of the participants
labeled governmental laws as a barrier, but many of the suggested themes are of value but
would be of even more importance if supported by regulations. The participants also
stated successful survival of the event is accessed by how quickly the organization can
get back online, and this is achieved through effective management, the voice of the
organization during a crisis.
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Simplification of a Complex Environment
Individuals should possess a deep understanding of protecting the whole system.
The role of active management is important, and so is the role of highly competent IT
administrators. There are complexities in the position of IT that many individuals who are
not technologically savvy are oblivious to. Cairney (2012) introduced the complexity
theory and building on that theory was Basile et al. (2018), who described it as reducing
the complexity of the volume of information flowing through the system. Organization
leaders depend on the advice of IT administrators and for the creation and interpretation
of policies and tools. Management should have a continuous engagement in professional
development, and IT administrators should continuously engage in research, published
findings, development, and participation of defense exercises, and continuously
increasing knowledge of computer, networks, and policies. IT administrators should
provide organizations simplification of a complex environment, thus, reducing the
devastation caused by a cyberattack.
The devastation caused by a cyber event could include legal costs, increased
cost/debt, higher insurance premiums, and negative outcomes for customer retention, loss
of sales, and revenue. The combination of effective management and competent IT
administrators can reverse or prevent these issues, which is why leaders must fathom the
fiscal impact a cyberattack can inflict upon an organization. Although there is continuous
growth in the IT field, there is a shortage of personnel, and the gap is widening (Mithas et
al., 2018). Management should make it a critical mission to invest in IT personnel
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because these professionals can detect behavior patterns of hackers, create safeguards,
create best practices for careless employees, and introduce new computer systems.
In some form or the other, each of the themes mentioned in the application to
professional practice has been linked back to education, whether it is the agents,
management, or the IT administrators. Many people consider strategies to reduce the
fiscal impact of cyberattacks to be a matter that only concerns IT administrators and
management; even though their role is vital, this phenomenon is one that should be
managed across the entire organization (Chapman, Chinnaswamy, & Garcia-Perez,
2018). Conducting this research enabled me to conclude that through education, specific
strategies are created to raise the awareness in society, so individuals may develop
knowledge to protect themselves. This applies even if that technology includes social
media, smartphones, Fitbit, and other technological items that have infiltrated society.
Mangal (2013) introduced social media theory collaboration and integration to minimize
threats. As society becomes more sophisticated, so does the need for education and
training.
Implications for Social Change
As I explored strategies to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks, I desired that
this study depict the need for everyone to have an understanding and a plan for the cyber
phenomenon. Additionally, my desire was for organizations to develop a safe and secure
environment for society whether it is travel or otherwise. Perhaps if individuals were to
embrace an increased understanding and the ability for timely identification of security
events, it would be a great asset to social change. Samtani et al. (2017) indicated
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cyberattacks might affect the global economy by $445 billion per year and this is a
situation that should alarm people, prompting them to seek a more proactive approach to
the phenomenon. Mailloux and Grimaila (2018) related to the general systems theory
(von Bertalanffy, 1972) when they stated the professionals of cyber resiliency deliver
holistic solutions to maintain functionality during operations regardless of the adverse
events. The increased dependence on technology has caused cyberattacks to become a
real threat, and prevention is the foundation of all strategies (Patrascu, 2018). Individuals
in all walks of life are now faced with an obligation during a cyber event to turn what was
thought to be a weakness into a strength.
Also, when considering the implication for social change, as a result of this study,
I hope there is a new focus on the influence of human factors, whereby there could be
enlightenment by society to embrace an environment inclusive of education and training.
Human factors may include accidental or purposeful actions by individuals who can
compromise a system. The human factor is practicing sabotage and can be categorized as
lazy users, economically rational users, and social users (Gcaza, Rossouw, Grobler, &
Jansen, 2017). Social change could consist of a new cyber-culture to combat the situation.
Cirnu et al. (2018) shared the fact that digital literacy, skills, and awareness should be of
utmost priority. Many individuals perceive security measures as a waste of time and
ignore them. The view shared by Patrascu (2019) revealed a culture involving
cybersecurity involves safe practices and an awareness of cyber threats. Eugen and Petrut
(2018) advised everyone is vital as a coordinated effort is required at all levels of society,
including globally, to deliver an education of the cyber phenomenon. One of the
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participants of this study shared the observation indicating the best medicine is
prevention, which will not come from the system but in the education and training of the
end-user.
This study could promote a shift in the mindset of all individuals to place more
focus on the importance of cybersecurity. A social change could include people who add
to their attention an understanding of cyber-health. Akinwumi et al. (2017) disclosed
cyberattacks are a very complex issue, and the primary reason individuals should
consider the implementation of strategies beneficial to the safety of lives and properties.
Lastly, social implications may include legislators who are willing to introduce new
regulations that will allow the consumer to have the comfort of knowing their personal
information is protected.
Although further research is needed, the findings of this study produced themes
that could be conducive to reducing the fiscal impact of cyberattacks. I believe the
implications for social change discussed in this section are vital for the future. If society
embraces a plan and a reliable process, the financial devastation of a cyber event could be
drastically reduced. The plan, combined with education and training, elevates preparation
and further reduces negative economic implications. Technology is steadily increasing,
and with that understanding, so should the strategies to reduce the fiscal impact.
Recommendations for Action
This qualitative single case study was conducted to explore strategies to reduce
the fiscal impact of cyberattacks. Research of such exposed a lack of national legislation.
No new legislation regarding cybersecurity has been introduced since about 2008;
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however, additional measures are needed and would cost more than $150 million per
year, but no new funds are authorized (Srinivas et al., 2019). Some laws in place are
vague, and some lack sufficient privacy protections. There are antiquated and insufficient
laws in place; therefore, I recommend a call for action from the government to introduce
new and improved legislation. Srinivas et al. (2019) suggested a new set of cyber
standards and laws are needed to help the government with an expectation for
departments to adhere and exceed. The challenge of cyber events is steadily on the rise,
and organizations are vulnerable. I also recommend this legislation include protections
against human factors. Insider threats are not new but emerging and as damaging as
external threats; furthermore, the insider threats have been overlooked for years with no
clear standards to protect systems from these threats (Mills, Stuban, & Dever, 2017).
Gisladottir, Ganin, Keisler, Kepner, and Linkov (2017) expressed the belief numerous
scientists are focusing on cybersecurity when there should be more psychologists,
economists, and people who specialize in dealing with the human factor.
Resilience may be defined as the ability displayed by an organization to absorb,
recover, and adapt in the event of an attack (Gisladottir et al., 2017). Participants shared
several barriers that prevented them from being resilient, which included a lack of
training, such as new agents who are not familiar with manual processes, delays because
of interpretation of laws, and a lack of communication from management. I recommend a
call for action, whereby all organizations promote a culture of awareness and education
regarding cybersecurity with a heightened sense of resilience as a strategy. By being
proactive and by planning and preparation, organizations can overcome the previously
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mentioned barriers. Concerning innovation in technology, the airline industry guides the
way and has experienced significant growth as a result (Lykou, Anagnostopoulou, &
Gritzalis, 2019). With growth come challenges, such as smart devices; thus, resiliency is
vital in the maintenance of dynamic growth, safety, and security. Also, with the new,
smart technologies, comes a vast attack surface and severe impact on organizations. The
aftermath of an event may cause loss of reputation and clients’ trust, stopped production,
and loss of intellectual property, and may have a tremendous fiscal impact in general
(Carías, Labaka, Sarriegi, & Hernantes, 2019). Leaders of organizations must develop a
new cyber-culture of being proactive and resilient.
Dissemination of this study will include submissions to journals, conferences,
seminars, and the classroom for students in higher education. In conjunction with
responding to a call for papers, I will also seek publication via databases such as
ProQuest and EBSCOhost. I am fortunate to have an available platform as a public
speaker that has enabled me to share vital information about various topics. Strategies
that airline managers and IT administrators can implement to reduce the fiscal impact of
cyberattacks will be a topic that takes center stage.
Recommendations for Further Research
It is pertinent that the future is intelligent. I make this statement because of the
emergence of AI, and despite society’s hesitance, there is an eagerness to embrace AI
(Wirth, 2018). The definition of AI, as provided by Wirth (2018) is intelligence by using
machines or an intelligent agent; basically, it is computers that have the intellectual
capacity to replace humans in a specific activity. A report conducted through the
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McKinsey Global Institute shared the finding that 30% of the hours worked globally
could be automated by 2030, depending on the speed of adoption (Manyika, Lund, Chui,
& Bughin, 2017). Considering we are living in the age of Siri and Alexa and the vigorous
growth of AI, there are more data to be aware of that could cause challenges.
My recommendation for the future is increased research on AI with an emphasis
on security. Even though AI is experiencing exponential growth and making life more
comfortable, it is also introducing new opportunities for cyber events (Lykou et al.,
2019). AI has had a significant influence on organizations as well as the average
household, which has caused society to become even more vulnerable to cybercrimes.
The limitations of the study regarding AI were contributed to the fact that this
technology is still in its infancy. As research is being focused on the limitations of AI,
scholars would be remiss to discard the theory of disruptive innovation (Christensen et
al., 2015). Christensen et al. (2015) as discussed in the conceptual framework and suggest
that technology has become the victim of self-inflicted success. Albeit that academic
literature and articles have been published regarding the phenomena, only a limited
amount of research is available in this area to accurately assess the risks and trends
(Romanosky, 2016). This qualitative single-case study design may have limited the
insights gathered for this study, and therefore, further research utilizing other designs is
imperative concerning all topics about cyberattacks.
Reflections
I remember my father telling me, “It’s not about the destination, but the journey”
(personal communications, Clarence Monix, 1980). This doctoral program has been a
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journey that will forever be embedded in my heart and brain. When I was tasked with the
job of developing a topic for my business study, I changed topics several times until I
arrived at strategies to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks. In all honesty, this topic
is one I have never given serious thought. Ironically, I saw the error of my ways as I
researched various aspects of the existing scholarship, such as when I considered the
human factor. The more I researched, the more excited I found myself about this topic, so
much so, that I plan to continue research in this area and even conduct a few seminars, as
I periodically undertake speaking engagements.
This journey introduced me to implementing theories, synthesizing scholarly
materials, critical-thinking, various types of research methods and designs, and a
heightened knowledge of academic writing. I have now developed a keen sense and
interest in this subject matter. Before this journey, my personal bias was that
organizational leadership already had an in-depth knowledge not only of the phenomenon
but had processes in place; hence, it astounded me to realize how false that belief is.
Rivers, Rees, Calanchini, and Sherman (2017) explained that for personal bias to be
present, an individual must have believed a particular thing over an extended period and
to the point it can spread within that person’s social circle. Even if I did not bring a
change in even one participant, they bought about a change in me. I came to realize that
the knowledge concerning expectations held by specific individuals or circles and their
willingness to accept what is authentic may require face-to-face encounters. Now I know
what questions to ask of organizations and what advice and support to offer. Most of the
participants, whether interviewed face-to-face or via telephone, felt honored to participate
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in this scholarly research and the ability to contribute to a heightened awareness of cyber
events.
Conclusion
It has been shared that cyber-threats may be one of the gravest national dangers to
the United States. The continually growing threat has an estimated total cost of events at
approximately $8.5 billion annually (Romanosky, 2016). This statistic supports the fact
that there is a need for strategies to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks. This study
uncovered valuable strategies. Revealed was the need to be resilient, that organization
leaders must create a culture including strong managerial and IT leadership, education,
and training, combined with an incident response plan.
There is an urgent need for new legislation and competent leadership to enforce
these new laws. There is a dire need to focus on the human factor and that this entity is
managed accordingly. The Internet is so crucial in our daily lives, and dependence upon it
has a vast amount of growth on an annual basis. A study conducted by Bakdash et al.
(2018) illustrated cyberattacks might endanger us in more ways than economically, but
also physically and politically; moreover, results of this study are in alignment with
Bakdash et al., indicating that enhanced awareness of the phenomenon may improve
through the optimization of human and technical capabilities. No longer should the
question be if an attack will occur, but when, which strengthens the need to embrace
people, planning, and processes.
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Appendix: Interview Protocol
The research question guiding the study was as follows: What strategies do IT
administrators and airline managers use to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks? The
semistructured interviews will take approximately 30-40 minutes each.
Introduction and ensure the participant is comfortable and understands the process.


Semistructured interviews will be conducted via telephone or face-to-face in a
public place. Each audio interview will begin with an introduction, greeting, after
advising the participant that the recorder has been turned-on. I will thank
participants for their willingness to participate in this study and verify that each
participant understands the details as I previously explained, and has retained a
hard copy of the approved consent form. I will also advise the participant that I
will be recording the interview as follows: “Although I will be recording our
conversation, I would like to remind you once again that your answers will be
treated as strictly confidential, and your name will not be used as you have been
provided a unique numerical identifier.” I will ensure that the participant is
comfortable with the process and environment and reiterate the participation is
voluntary and it is their right to withdraw at any time.

Conduct the semistructured interview


I will then discuss the interview timeframe as follows: “I estimate that this
process should take approximately 30 minutes, however, I have reserved 45
minutes in the event you have questions or would like more time.” Participants
will be asked the same seven pre-scripted questions and allowed to speak freely.
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Probing Questions (3 of 7 pre-scripted questions)
1. What strategies are currently in place to reduce the fiscal impact of cyberattacks?
2. How have cyberattacks affected or altered your department’s processes?
3. How do you assess the effectiveness of the strategies you have implemented to
reduce cyberattacks?
Implementing member checking


Before concluding the interview phase, I will answer any additional questions and
thank the participants for assisting in this study. I will then review the responses
and any public documents provided for document review. For further
clarification, each participant will be advised that they may be asked to participate
in a brief 20-minute follow-up session. This step will be the member-checking
segment in order to allow the participant the opportunity to add, validate, or
correct the researcher’s summation of the interview.

Protection of Participant Privacy (storage of files)


Once I have completed the member checking, I will synthesize the information
and conclude my study. Upon receiving formal approval from the CAO, I will
share the approved copy of the doctoral study with each participant via e-mail.
Data will be securely stored in a locked file for a period of 5 years to protect
participant’s privacy; after-which time, it will be destroyed. Data collection will
be conducted in compliance with IRB standards.

